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A rapid expansion in the Australian lot feeding industry raised concerns about the
impact of feedlots on the environment. Lot feeders feared that these concerns might lead to
majorrestrictions on the growth of the industry so the Meat Research Corporation funded the
"Feedlot Waste Management" research project. The Queensland Department of Primary
Industries recently completed this project.

Current Us regulations, designs and waste management practices were reviewed. The
Us industry is large and most states have their own feedlot regulations. A survey of
Australian feedlots provided details of the size of the industry, the location offeedlots and their
waste management practices. Us guidelines are inappropriate for Australia due to differences
in climate, soils types, rations, waste management practices, regulatory systems and
community expectations.

We built a state-of-the-art dynamic o1factometer to measure odour intensity. Odour
generation from feedlot pads revealed that wet pads produce odour with a higher intensity and
offensiveness than dry pads. Odourintensity peaked 24-72 hours after wetting. Manure from
cattle fed sorghum based rations also seemed more odorous than manure from cattle fed
barley. Odour emissions were 10-100 times greater than those previously measured. By
entering these odour emission rates into Gaussian Plume Models, odour nuisance at
neighbour's homes could be predicted. The predicted odourimpacts were also much higher
than previously predicted. However, acceptable odour impactlevels at receptors may also
have been set at unrealistically low levels.

Hydrological monitoring was undertaken for almostthe entire duration of the program
but a prolonged droughtlimited the amount of data that could be collected. It was found that
Australian feedlots are located in areas with higher rainfallintensities and average annual
rainfalls, have greater pen slopes and have better manure management than Us feedlots.
Australian feedlots therefore have greater surface runoff rates, total volumes of runoff and
sediment movement.

Ground water contamination is unlikely to occur at most Australian feedlots. The
project indentified design and waste management practices associated with ground water
contamination.

A wide range of technology transfer activities were conducted to besttransferresearch
findings to all client groups. Clients included lot feeders, consultants, researchers and
regulatory bodies. Activities included Farmnotes, journal articles, odour workshops, producer
seminars and meetings.

The future benefits of this project to industry include improvements to the regulatory
process, and to waste management and minimisation practices used by Australian lotfeeders.
Because of this research, industry is developing in an environmentally sustainable way and
in harmony with community expectations.

ABSTRACT



SUMMARY

The rapid expansion of the Australian lot feeding industry from 1985 to 1990 raised
concerns that feedlots may pollute the environment. The development of guidelines and local
government by-laws was an attempt to limitthis. However a lack of base data meantthat
these were often poorly formulated. The continuing expansion of the industry has increased
the need for appropriate regulations and waste management and waste minimisation
strategies.

The Meat Research Corporation (MRC) commissioned the Queensland Department
of Primary Industries (QDPl) to complete a "Feedlot Waste Management" research program
(DAO. 064). The program commenced in January 1990 and continued until June 1992. The
research team, based in Toowoomba, consisted of an Executive Engineer, two Agricultural
Engineers, a Beef Cattle Husbandry Officer and an Electronics Technician.

The original objectives of the project were to:

I. Establish base data and management practices on existing feedlots in relation to
water quality, odour production and waste management;

2. Testthe validity of data used in formulation of"Guidelines forthe Establishment and
Operation of Cattle Feedlots";

3. Establish standardised methodologies of measurement and sampling odours; and

4. Identify, prioritise and address areas requiring additional research and development
during the life of the project.

These objectives were revised to better address specific environmental impactissues
and to better address the issues industry regarded as important. The revised objectives of
the project were to:

I. Document the current state of waste management in the United States of America and
Australian lot feeding industries;

2. Provide meansto eliminate odournuisance from feedlots;

3. Understand the hydrologicalperformance of Australian feedlots and develop models
to improve this aspect of the feedlot guidelines as well as to be able to model odour
generation frequency;

4. Determine where ground water contamination by feed!ots might occur and determine
whether this has happened in Australia; and

5. Disseminate appropriate wastemanagementtechnologytolotfeeders, consultantsand
regulators and promote discussion on topics requiring consensus acceptance.

A majorliterature search was undertaken to establish the current status of the Us and
Australian lot feeding industries. Allreferences were stored on a bibliographic database and
hard copies on file at Toowoomba DPI. The database of references was available to
interested regulators and researchers. The Us feedlot guidelines currently in use were
reviewed. This revealed that the Us has a large lotfeeding industry and that the major lot
feeding states have their own guidelines and by-laws for the establishment and operation of



feedlots. A survey of the Australian lot feeding industry was also undertaken. This survey
provided details of the size of the industry, its location and waste management practices. On
completion of this review, we concluded that the Us guidelines were inappropriate for Australia
since it has a different climate, soiltype, rations, waste management techniques, regulatory
system and community expectations. Clearly Australian solutions must be found for the
Australian lot feeding industry's problems.

Odour nuisance is difficult to measure. It must be quantified by frequency, intensity,
duration and offensiveness of the odour received by a receptor.

Using the latest technology, an o1factometer to measure odour intensity was
constructed. The o1factometer was tested in the Australian interlaboratory o1factometer
testing program. Also, standard odorants were regularly tested so that the data could be
compared with other o1factometers and so that feedlot odours measured could be
standardised to the equivalent of a standard odorant concentration.

It is necessary to understand the factors that affect odour generation from the feedlot
pad before odour nuisance can be reduced or eliminated. Two experiments were undertaken
to testthis, one using simulated feedlot pads and the other at a commercial feedlot. The data
showed that odour generation from the feedlot pad is related to both moisture content of the
pad and time since wetting. Odour generation peaked 24-72 hours after wetting due to a peak
in ariaerobic digestion around this time. It also appears that barley based rations are less
odorous than sorghum based rations.

An understanding of odour emission and dispersion is needed to predict odour
nuisance at neighbouring residences. Emissions were measured using wind tunnels and
back-calculated using the Gaussian Plume Models. The surface emission rate data was 10 -
100 times higher than previously measured. Using this data in dispersion models will result

in odour impacts predicted at neighbours being much higher than previously predicted. The
reasons for this are unclear.

Hydrological monitoring was undertaken over most of the project. Unfortunately, a
prolonged drought prevented much runoff data from being collected. However, most
Australian feedlots are located in areas with higher average annual rainfall and rainfall
intensities than Us feedlots. Also, Australian feedlots often have greater pen slopes and
better manure management than their Us counterparts. This means that Australian feedlots
tend to have greater surface runoff rates, total volumes of runoff and sediment movement.

The project identified some design and waste management issues associated with
potential ground water contamination at feedlots. Observation bores were installed at two
commercial feedlots. However data from these bores was unavailable at the end of the
program. It appears that ground water contamination is unlikely to occur at most Australian
feedlots.

Technology transfer activities were tailored to suit the various clients of the research
program. The research findings were transferred to lotfeeders using a series of Farmnotes,
articles in industry journals, workshops, producer seminars and meetings with industry
representatives. Odour workshops, producer seminars and research reports transferred
technology to consultants, regulatory officers and other researchers. The odour workshops
provided a forum to address odourresearch and measurement issues and provided a forum
for consensus agreement. Also, participation in the National Feedlot Guidelines Workshops
promoted extension of research findings to regulatory authorities in other states. The general
public became aware of the group's activities via two displays at Farmfest Field Days.



GENERAL

I. Research into feedlot waste management should continue so that industry expands
in harmony with public expectations and so that guidelines and by-laws for the
establishment and operation of feedlots can be better formulated resulting in a
smoother licensing process.

There should be continued community inputinto feedlot waste management research
so that a standard of operation acceptable to the community can be met.

QDPl should continue to consult with Shire Councils, industry and regulatory bodies
so all parties can agree on the revised feedlot guidelines.

A report should be prepared collating all available information on nutrient analyses of
feedlot manure (fresh, in pens and in stockpiles) and effluent (fresh and stored) in
Australia. This document would provide valuable information on the pollution potential
and the fertiliser value of feedlot wastes.

The concept of waste minimisation in feedlots should be explored. This mightinclude
ration modification eg. through a reduction in surplus mineral content or by commercial
odour suppressants.

That standard plans and management procedures be developed for effluent disposal
irrigation systems that are appropriate to the feedlot context.

The relationship between annual rainfall and rainfallintensity and stocking density
should be investigated for Australian conditions and the stocking density of new feedlot
designs should take account of local rainfall.

Research should be undertaken into the functional design and layout offeedlots aiming
to minimise operating costs and maximise work efficiency.

A workshop on feedlot design should be held to inform feedlot managers of the latest
ideas on pen slopes, stocking density, feed and water trough design and design for
ease of pen cleaning.

Research should be undertaken into the relationship between pen slope, manure
depth, rainfallintensity and manure movement. This could be undertaken using rainfall
simulators as used in soil erosion studies.

2.

3.

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I O.

ODOURS

I I . The Australian interlaboratory o1factometertesting program should continue so that
the performance of all Australian o1factometers can be assessed and compared.

The Australian standard for odour sampling and measurement techniques needs to be
finalsed. This should include the regulartesting of standard odorants so that all odour
measurements can be standardised.

I2.



I 3. Further research to quantity odour emission rates from feedlot surfaces needs to be
undertaken to help explain the rates recorded in this project that were greater than
those previously measured. Also, odour dispersion rates predicted at various
distances away from the feedlot need to be quantified since the predicted values were
also higher than previously reported.

Feedlot designs and waste management must promote rapid drying of the feedlot pad
following rain so that odour generation from the pad can be minimised.

Regulators should link odour intensity limits with a frequency of occurrence standard
and also with community expectations.

I4.

15.

HYDROLOGY

I 6. Further runoff data from Australian feedlots needs to be collected and analysed so it
can be incorporated in design plans.

The research into the effect offeedlots on ground water quality using the observation
bores installed in this project should continue.

Australian design plans for sedimentation basins and retention ponds need to be
drawn up for use in Australian feedlots. Us design plans are unsuitable for use here
due to differences in climate, soiltype, ration, waste management programs, regulatory
processes and community expectations.

Awidely applicable hydrologicalsimulation (water balance) modelshould be developed
so that the performance of different designs and management options for ponds and
irrigation systems can be assessed in different climatic zones. This program could be
the basis for a manure balance model and nutrient balance model to be developed in
the future. The model also can be used to predict odour generation.

Data on water usage and management in Australian feedlots should be collected so
that a complete hydrological simulation (water balance) model can be prepared and
so that all aspects of the design of water systems can be improved.

Research should be undertaken into the appropriate design and management of
effluent irrigation systems to maximise nutrient usage and minimise deep percolation
and surface runoff.

New feedlot designs should include drain slopes in the order of 0,59', to 0.89',. This
is steeper than generally used in the past.

Research should be undertaken into the design of different types of sedimentation
basins so that workable solutions for high intensity rainfall zones can be formulated.

The environmental performance of direct dispersal systems for feedlot runoff should
be researched. These systems do not require ponds and are most useful for small
feedlots.

Research into the design and management of ariaerobic ponds for feedlots located in
high rainfall areas and winter dominant rainfall areas should be undertaken.

I 7.

I 8.

I 9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.
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INTRODUCTION

The FeedlotWaste Management Project(DAQ. 064)resulted from an application made
to the Australian Meat and Livestock Research and Development Corporation (AMLRDC)(now
the Meat Research Corporation - MRC) in November 1988 by the Queensland Department
of Primary Industries (ODPl). Following lengthy discussions between MRC, QDPl and industry,
the project eventually commenced in January 1990. MRC-funded staff were engaged in
February I 990. The contract covering the project was signed in July 1990. The project ended
in June 1992 and a follow-on project(Feedlot Waste Management, DAO. 079) commenced in
July 1992.

BACKGROUND AND INDUSTRY CONTEXT2

From 1985 to 1990, the Australian lotfeeding sector expanded rapidly. Concerns by
regulatory authorities and the public about the effect of cattle feedlots on the environment
accompanied this expansion. During this period, State and local government regulators from
the major lotfeeding areas developed feedlot guidelines and by-laws. These guidelines were
often contradictory and there was a strong feeling within the feedlot sector that the
environmental regulations were too onerous. To exacerbate the problem, the regulatory
process for approving new feedlots became slow, confused and expensive. The industry felt
that the new regulations and guidelines were inhibiting their expansion and as a result they
felt threatened. However industry was aware of the environmental problems feedlots can
cause ifthey are poorly designed or managed and wanted these issues addressed.

There are expectations that the feedlot sector will continue to expand to supply a
greater share of domestic marketrequirements and to take advantage of market opportunities
in Japan, Korea and other Asian markets. If this expansion is to occur according to
community expectations, it is imperative that environmental contamination is minimised
through appropriate waste management and waste minimisation strategies.

3



OBJECTIVES3

Original Contract Objectives3.1

The objectives of the project as stated in the contract were:

To establish base data and management practices on existing feedlots in(i)
relation to water quality, odour production and waste (solid and liquid)
management.

To testthe validity of data used in formulation of "Guidelines for Establishment
and Operation of Cattle Feedlots".

To establish -

Standardised methodologies of measurement
Standardised methodology and frequency of sampling

which have the agreement and adoption of the relevant government authorities,
(the State Pollution Control Commission (SPCC)in New South Wales and the
Environment Protection Agency (EPA) in Victoria).

To identify, prioritise and address areas requiring additional research and
development during the life of the project.

This was the first MRC project directly related to the environmental impact of cattle
feedlots. Therefore, many specific issues were not clearly defined at the start of the project.
(In fact, part of the project was to define the significant environmental issues and to propose
research strategies. ) Also, consultation with industry was inadequate in the early stages. Not
surprising Iy, there were differences of opinion between ODPl, MRC, regulators and industry
as to the majorthrust of the project. It took 6-12 months before consensus was reached on
the objectives and methodology. Even then, certain aspects changed throughoutthe life of the
project. In particular, several milestones were either deferred or abandoned and there was a
shift of emphasis from hydrology to odour when it became clear that odour nuisance was
regarded as an immediate problem.

(ii)

(iii)

4

(iv)

Revised Objectives

Although they were not explicitly stated, the revised objectives of the project are listed
below, and address:

3.2

Position Statement;
Odour;
Feedlot Hydrology;
Groundwater; and
Technology Transfer.



Position Statement

The objective of this component was to document the present position of the Us and
Australian feedlot industries with regard to the following issues:

- environmental research;
- environmental regulations;
- regulatory procedures;
- waste management techniques; and
- industry size, geographic and climatic location.

3.2. I

Odour

The objective of the odourresearch was to provide means to eliminate odour nuisance
from feedlots by:

developing standard and acceptable methods of odour measurement;

developing strategies for the reduction of odour generation at feedlots;

developing methods to estimate acceptable separation distances between
feedlots and neighbours (receptors); and

clarifying the definition of odour nuisance in both a regulatory and technical

3.2.2

5

3.2.3 Feedlot Hydrology

The objectives of the hydrological component of the project were to:

obtain an understanding of the hydrological performance of cattle feedlots in
sub-tropical environments; and

sense.

3.2.4

develop hydrological models so that this component offeedlot guidelines could
be improved and so that odour generation frequency could be modelled.

Groundwater

The objectives of the groundwater research area were to:

determine the circumstances, if any, under which groundwater contamination
design andproblems might develop at a feedlot site and recommend

management procedures to preventthis from occurring; and

determine if groundwater contamination by a feedlot has occurred in Australia.



3.2.5 Technology Transfer

The objectives of this component of the project were to:

disseminate appropriate waste management techniques to lot feeders,
consultants and regulators;

disseminate research findings to lot feeders, consultants and regulatory
authorities; and

promote discussion on topics that require consensus acceptance, particularly
issues related to odour.

6



METHODOLOGY

Original Contract Methodology

The methodology of the project as taken directly from the MRC contract was:

Collect and collate published and experimental information on feedlot
development and management.

Prepare additions to the Research Organisation's Feedlotter's Manual on
feedlot and waste management design and management and feedlot
economics. Supplement this with other publications such as "Farmnotes" or
industry press articles. The information will be aimed at new and existing
facilities and practices for improved environmental performance.

Prepare and conduct a series of consultative workshops and field days on
feedlot design and management for existing and prospective feedlotters, local
government officers, construction contractors and other interested parties.

Instrument and monitor a number of representative feedlots to measure
performance. Variables measured will include run-off, pond volumes, pump
rates and usage, smell, groundwater(with Darling Downs Institute of Advanced
Education (DDIAE))', dust and fly numbers.

Undertake concurrent research and development activities to determine:-

(a) the effects offeed additives on odour.

(b) costeffective means of manure materials handling.

(c) modified design procedures for run-offcontrolapplicable in sub-tropical
and tropical environments.

(d) the effect offeedlot operations on ground water quality.

Identify opportunities or problems requiring further research.

Standardised methodologies of measurement and sampling to be agreed by the
relevant authorities in New South Wales and Victoria.

4

4.1

( i)

(ii)

(iii)

7

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Amended Methodology

As mentioned above, the original proposal was changed during the project. Following
consultation with regulators, industry, MRC and Dr. John Sweeten (a consultant engaged by
MRC from Texas A & M University), it was agreed that there would be no work on dust and
fly numbers; cost effective means of manure materials handling; pond volumes
and pump rates and usage and several other areas suggested by QDPl. The major emphasis
of the project was to be feedlot odourfollowed by hydrology.

4.2

I DDTAE i_s now the University of Southern Queensland (UsQ)
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The specific activities undertaken within the project are outlined in Section 8.

STAFF5

In the original contract, Mr. John Round was the nominated person. However, as the
project proceeded and the roles of various staff with the Feedlot Services Group of ODPl were
defined, Dr. Peter Watts took over the role of principal investigator. The following staff were
employed using MRC funding:

QDPI Staff

Mr. Simon Lott, Agricultural Engineer
Miss Robyn Tucker, Beef Cattle Husbandry Officer
Mr. Steve Fennell, Electronics Technician

University of Southern Queensland Staff

Mr. Michael Jones, Agricultural Engineer and Industrial Chemist.

6

The projectteam was based at the QDPlcentre in Toowoomba. However, commercial
feedlots in southern Queensland were used for much of the research. These feedlots are

LOCATION

noted and thanked in the Acknowledgments (see Section 15).



ACHIEVEMENT OF OBJECTIVES7

In general, objectives (i), (ill) and (iv) of the original contract (see Section 3.1) were
achieved. Section 8 gives a brief outline of the activities undertaken in the project. The
achievement of the revised objectives will be noted in this section.

Objective 00 related to the validation of the formulae used in the Queensland feedlot
guidelines. Of particular interest were the formulae relating to separation distances between
feedlots and sensitive receptors so that odour nuisance would not develop. The project did
not validate these formulae. There are several reasons for this:

I. The extent of the work involved in odour measurement and modelling was far greater
than originally envisaged. It was necessary to develop most of the equipment from
scratch including the odour measuring equipment (the mobile dynamic o1factometer)
and the odour emission rate sampling equipment (the portable wind tunnel). As no
standards exist, acceptance of the new equipment by relevant regulatory authorities
was an issue. Acceptance could be achieved only through the consultative process
that was on-going throughout the project.

Even if enough information had been obtained to predict the impact of odours on
receptors, the guidelines could not be validated because there is no accepted
regulatory standard forthe allowable odour impact on receptors. The group has tried
to initiate informed discussion on this point. However, ultimately, this is a community
acceptance issue that cannot be resolved without community input. (Such community
input is planned in the next project. )

Validation of the guidelines requires technical, SOCiological and political inputs. The
acceptance of revised guidelines by Shire councils and industry is a major issue and
a consultative process needs to be initiated to achieve this acceptance. The data
necessary for effective consultation to occur became available only towards the end
of the project. Time did not permit the necessary dialogue and acceptance of the
guidelines.

9

2.

3.



SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES

The following sections cover the activities undertaken during the project. Appendices
I and 2 are annual reports and these cover the activities in greater detail. All publications
prepared as part of the project are listed in Section 13.

Position Statement8.1

The objectives with regard to the position statement were met by the following
activities:

( i)

8

10

(ii)

A majorliterature reviewwas undertaken and more than three thousand
references were entered on to a bibliographic database (see Appendix
I). This is available to regulators and other researchers interested in
cattle feedlots.

A review of the guidelines currently used in the United States was
undertaken (Lott at a1. 1990). Copies of the review were distributed to
various regulatory authorities.

A survey of the Australian lotfeeding industry was undertaken (Tucker
eta/. 1991). This report provided statistics on the size geographical and
climatic distribution of feedlots in Australia. It also included a summary
of some aspects offeedlot design and management, particularly waste
management techniques. Fifty copies of the reportwere made available
to regulatory authorities and other interested parties. Copies of the
report can be purchased from the Queensland Department of Primary
Industries. To date, over 200 copies have been sold.

(iii)

8.2 Odour

Odour Measurement8.2. I

A major difficulty with odour measurement is its subjective and qualitative nature. To
address the issue scientifically, it is first necessary to be able to quantify odour intensity
(strength) and, to a lesser degree, odour offensiveness (character or quality). In the original
contract, odour measurement was to be undertaken on a contract basis by the Queensland
Department of Environment and Heritage (DEH) who had an o1factometer based in Brisbane.
After a review of the situation, we concluded that this was not a viable option. The reasons
were:

(i)

(ii)

The cost per test was high and insufficient tests could have been
undertaken with the existing budget;

The design of the DEH o1factometer was some years old. The use of
this device may have lead to criticism of the data;

It was logisticalIy difficult to collect too L odour samples at a remote
feedlot and transport them to Brisbane fortesting; and

(iii)
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The quality of samples arriving in Brisbane after a trip of two hours or(iv)
longer would probably have deteriorated significantly.

We decided to construct a new o1factometerthat could be dedicated to the project. The
design criteria were that it should use the latest odour measurement technology ( i. e. it would
be a forced-choice, dilution-to-threshold, dynamic o1factometer); that odour intensity be
measured in terms of odour units (the current international de facto standard); that it be
capable of undertaking many measurements in a short period; and that it be mobile.
Consequently, an o1factometer was designed that fitted inside a caravan. As there was no
budget allocation forthis, the o1factometerwas constructed from equipment available at QDPl.
Owing to the time taken to finalise the project objectives;the time taken to review the literature
(see Jones and Watts 1990, Jones 1991, Jones 1992, Jones et a1. 1992b) and to design and
construct the o1factometer, the device was not available for use until June I 991.

Standardisation of odour measurement techniques is a major problem. Most of the
previous research from the USA cannot be used because the odour measurement techniques
are out-dated and the methods used not standardised. Even between and within dynamic
o1factometers, large differences in sensitivity, reproducibility and repeatability can occur. While
some improvement can be obtained by standardising designs and operating procedures, the
variability of panellists remains. Therefore, we started a program of regularly testing standard
odorants such as butan o1 and ammonia so that data from our o1factometer could be compared
with others'

Because odour measurement is a developing science, the o1factometer is under
constant development. Odour researchers and regulators from throughout Australia have
inspected the device at the Odour Workshops and the approach taken by ODPl has gained
general acceptance. The existing o1factometeris described in Jones eta1. (1992a, 1993). The
group has participated in an Australian interlaboratory o1factometertesting program (Williams

Dynamic o1factometers are usually used only to measure odour intensity. QDPl has
developed a method by which odour offensiveness can also be measured (Watts eta1.1992b,

and Verra11 I 992).

Lott 1992).

During the project, we leased a I-butano1 o1factometer from Texas A & M University
and this was evaluated at various feedlots. The unit did not suitthe objectives of this project
because it did not measure odour intensity in terms of odour units and because it could be
used only to measure ambient odours. It could not be used to measure odours from point
sources or extensive surfaces. Some of the experiments with the I-butan o1 o1factometer are
described in Watts (1992a).

Factors Affecting Odour Generation at Feedlots8.2.2

Before strategies forthe reduction of odour at feedlots can be proposed, it is necessary
to obtain an understanding of the factors that affectthe generation of odour. The aim is to
understand the process and develop predictive odour generation models. Unfortunately,
previous Us feedlot odour research provided little quantitative data in this area. Two
experiments were undertaken .



(i) The WellcampExperiment

In this experiment, we measured odour emissions from simulated feedlot pads. This
approach was taken because it was suspected that many parameters affect the odour
generation process. It would be difficult to controlthese factors in a commercial feedlot.
However, in a controlled simulated feedlot pad, variables such as climate, manure deposition
rate and age of pad could be partially controlled. The first part of the experiment involved a
cattle feeding trial. We fed cattle six different rations and measured cattle performance an
faeces characteristics. About 1.5 tonnes offaeces was frozen for later use in the simu ate
feedlot pads. A description of the feeding trial is found in Tucker 0992a) and Tuc^er and
Watts (1993). The faeces were then progressive Iy placed in 1.0 in x 0.25 in trays to simulate
a feedlot pen stocked at 12 in' per head. The trays were in the open air but could be
protected from rainfall by a rainout shelter. After about three months of preparation, odours
from the trays were measured under both wet and dry pad conditions. We sampled the odours
using an open-bottomed wind tunnelthat was placed over each tray. The intensity an
offensiveness of odour emitted was then measured using the dynamic o1factometer. T is
experiment is described in Tucker (1992a).

(ii) TheKerweeExperiment

Having developed and tested the o1factometer and having established some
understanding of the odour generation process from the Wellcamp experiment, t e group
undertook a trial at a commercial feedlot. Over a fortnight and under wet and dry conditions,
the researchers sampled odours using the wind tunnel and tested them to determine t e
intensity and offensiveness of the odours. The I-butano1 o1factometer was used also. This
experiment is described in Watts (1992a).

Dispersion of Odours from Feedlots8.2.3

Before it will be possible to predict odourimpact on feedlot neighbours and the validity
of the Queensland guidelines, it is necessary to understand the manner in which odours are
emitted from feedlot surfaces and then dispersed in the atmosphere. This proved to be one
of the more difficult components of the whole project. (Dr. Rod Smith of the University of
Southern Queensland undertook much of this work. )

Initially, theoretical reviews and analyses of the dispersion of odours from extensive
surfaces were undertaken (Smith 1992a, 1992c). The determination of odour emission rates
from extensive surfaces was reviewed (Smith 1992b, Watts at a1. 1993). These reviews
suggested that odour emissions should be measured using wind tunnels and by bac
calculation of Gaussian plume dispersion models. These techniques were used at the Kernee
experiment. The odouremissions measured in this experiment were 10-100 times greatert an
those previously reported (Watts 1992a). Nthis stage, we do not know why the differences
between the Kerwee data and other existing Australian data occurred. However, recent
Australian data (Freeman 1992)tends to confirm the QDPl data. More work needs to be done
in this area.
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Understanding Odour Nuisance

No progress can be made on the elimination of odour nuisance from feedlots until
researchers, regulators, industry and consultants understand the concept of nuisance. At
present, nuisances are handled by common law. There are no legislative standards of odour
nuisance. Hence, the group has tried to promote discussion in this area via the Odour
Workshops (Watts 1991b, Watts 1992c, Dean 1991) and through the National Feedlot
Guidelines development process (Watts 1991a). Recently, a review of odour nuisance has
been undertaken and a new regulatory definition of odour nuisance has been proposed (Watts
and Sweeten 1993).

8.2.4

.



Feedlot Hydrology8.3

After reviewing the climatic zones in which feedlots are located and the different
drainage configurations offeedlots, we chose three feedlots for the hydrological studies (see
Appendix I). Automatic weather stations and runoff-recording flumes were purchased and
installed by July 1990.

Unfortunately, for 18 months after their installation, there was a severe drought in S. E.
Queensland (see Appendix 2). The drought broke in early 1992 and runoff data were
collected. As this occurred near the end of the project, these data were not analysed and
interpreted within this project. This analysis will occur in the early stages of DAO. 079.

The on-going hydrological monitoring was complemented by some rainfall simulation
studies and by analyses of feedlot manure settling characteristics (Lott at a1. 1993).
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8.4 Groundwater

The activities undertaken in this area are reported in Appendices I and 2. Mazzone
at a1. (1992) prepared a position paper outlining the issues associated with potential
groundwater contamination at feedlots. Several observation bores were installed at two
feedlots. Due to various delays, data from these bores were not available before the end of
this project. A seminar was held with representatives of New South Wales and Queensland
Water Resources Commissions (Kelly 1991).

Technology Transfer

The specific technology transfer activities undertaken depended on the types of clients
who included:

- lot feeders;
- industry organisations;
- the public (neighbours of feedlots);
- consultants;
- regulators (local and state governments); and
- researchers.

Technology transfer to lot feeders has taken the form of a series of Farmnotes on
feedlot waste management(see Section 13), publications in industry magazines and a series
of one-day seminars (see Appendix 2) and presentations at numerous meetings.

8.5

Technology transfer to consultants, regulatory officers and Shire councillors has
occurred mainly via the two Odour Workshops. These workshops were forums for discussion
of odour measurement techniques, odour generation at feedlots and the general issue of
regulation of odour problems. They enabled all parties to obtain a clearer idea of the manner
in which odour issues can be addressed. In particular, the workshops offered a forum forthe
frank discussion of problems and the development of solutions to obtain consensus
acceptance. The proceedings of these workshops have been distributed widely in Australia,
in New Zealand, and the USA.
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A majortechnology transfer effort to regulators occurred during the development of the
National Feedlot Guidelines where a member of the group presented a keynote address
(Watts 1991a). Dr Watts was also a member of the coordinating committee and participated
in the two Guidelines workshops. The regulatory and technical ideas generated by this
research project were included in the National Guidelines.

The public has become aware of the activities of this project via various outlets
including two major displays at FARMFEST (a major 3-day agricultural exhibition near
Toowoomba). At FARMFEST 1990, we conducted an odouridentification testto attract public
interest. This test is reported in Watts et a1. (1992).

The activities of the group were widely covered in the media (see Appendices I and
2).



FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS9

The findings of this research project are only very briefly described here. More details
can be found in the numerous publications prepared during the project (see Section 13).

9.1 Positionstatement

The United States has a very large lotfeeding industry, and considerable research into
the environmental impact of feedlots was conducted in the 1970's and early 1980's. The
results were then incorporated in various guidelines. However, this information is of limited use
in Australia due to differences in climate, soil types, ration types, manure management,
regulatory systems and community expectations. Clearly, community expectations and the
subsequent responses of regulators are higher in Australia than in the Us. For example,
approval for a large feedlot in Australia requires preparation of an environmental impact
assessment or similar document. The regulators are aware of the differences between the two
countries and are requiring site-specific solutions to Australian feedlot problems. The
conclusion of this review is that Australian solutions must be found to Australian problems.
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9.2

9.2. , Odour Measurement

Odour measurement remains adeveloping science. There are few odourmeasurement
laboratories in Australia and, as yet, no Australian standard for odour measurement.
Throughout the project, we observed differences in the sensitivity of the QDP1 o1factometer
between odour measurement periods. These are mainly attributed to panellist changes. To
overcome this, we recommend that standard odorants be regularly tested and the data
presented whenever other o1factometer data are discussed. It is further advocated that all
o1factometer data should be standardised to the equivalent of a standard odorant
concentration, e. g. 100 ppb butano1.

Factors Affecting Odour Generation at Feedlots

Odour

9.2.2

It was shown that odour generation from feedlot pads is related to both the moisture
content of the pad and also the time since wetting occurred. Odour generation reaches a peak
about 24-72 hours after wetting depending on conditions such as pad temperature. This
finding is in accordance with ariaerobic metabolism theory that suggests that the micro-
organisms take some days to reach peak activity. As the feedlot pad dried out, odour
generation reduced rapidly. Odour emitted from wet pads had an intensity 50-100 times
greater than that from dry pads. This very strongly reinforces the efforts of regulators to have
feedlots designed and managed such that they dry rapidly after rainfall, with few potholes
available for sustained odour production. While it was riot possible to show statisticalIy that
odour generation varied between rations, preliminary trends suggest that barley-based rations
produced less odour than sorghum-based rations. Pad temperature, time of day, surface
windspeed, pad age and condition, and surface disturbance are allikely to affect odour
generation.
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Dispersion of Odours from Feedlots

The surface emission rates measured in this project were significantly higher than
previously measured. It is unclear yet whether the old data was erroneous due to poor surface
sampling techniques and poor o1factometry or whether the new wind tunnel approach has
some problems. If the new odour emission rate data is used in standard odour dispersion
models, odour impacts predicted at neighbours homes are much higher than previously
accepted. This may be because the dispersion models are not correctly calibrated for odour.
Alternatively, the previous standards for acceptable impact on neighbours may be too low.
This area of research has raised more questions than answers. It highlights the poor
understanding of this process (both in Australia and overseas) and the need for further
research. At present, all odour emission rate data and the results of odour dispersion
modelling activities should be treated with caution.

Understanding Odour Nuisance

The current regulatory response to odour nuisance seems out of step with centuries

9.2.3

9.2.4

of common law precedence. There is a need for regulators to link theirlimits of odourintensity
with both a frequency of occurrence standard and with community expectations. Standards
should not be set without gauging community response. Further discussion of this topic is
warranted.

Feedlot Hydrology

While little data were analysed during this project, the following observations can be
made regarding feedlot hydrology in S. E. Queensland. These observations are drawn from
the hydrological monitoring, the data collected in the feedlot survey and other sources, and
discussions with Dr. John Sweeten.

Feedlots in Australia are located in different climatic zones from those( i)
in the USA. In particular, annual rainfall and rainfallintensities are
higher;

Due to the apparently better level of manure management and greater
pen slopes in modern Australian feedlots compared to Us equivalents,
runoffrates and total volumes of runoff are greater than reported in Us
literature even under similar rainfall conditions. Hence, Us design
methods are generally inappropriate, particularly for the very well
managed feedlots in Australia; and

Due to the increased volume and rate of runoff, sediment movement
from Australian feedlots seems to be greater than that reported in Us
literature. Hence, Us designed sediment basins are inappropriate. The
frequent poor performance of older sediment basins in Queensland
shows this. Many clog and become odorous or allow too much manure
to enter the retention pond.

9.3

(ii)

(iii)



9.4 Groundwater

It was concluded that, for the vast majority of feedlots in Australia, groundwater
contamination is unlikely to occur. However, there are certain sites and management
techniques that should be avoided. No data have yet been found that conclusiveIy link a
feedlot to groundwater pollution.

Technology Transfer9.5

We employed a range of communication methods to make the wide range of client
groups aware of the results of the project. In particular, the workshops have been particularly
useful in providing a forum at which consensus can be obtained from all parties on various
Issues.

COMMERCIALISATIONto

There was no aspect of the projectthat was suitable for commercialisation in the sense
of development of a productfor sale by a commercial company. However, many findings have
been adopted by different clients, Consultants are now able to prepare better environmental
impact assessments than previously possible and the regulatory authorities are better informed
about environmental issues associated with feedlots. This should ensure that the assessment

process is thorough, reasonable and timely.
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FUNDING

The funding for the project is given in Table I.

Table I - Budgeted and Actual Expenditure - Project No. DAO. 064

11

1989/90 (2 quarters)

Allocated Budget

Actual Expenditure

1990/91 (4 quarters)

19

Allocated Budget

Actual Expenditure

1991/92 (4 quarters)

Operating

Allocated Budget

Increase for Inflation

$ 68,000

Actual Expenditure

$ 72,900

TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

Allocated Budget plus
Inflation

Capital

$ 185,704

$ 171,020

Actual Expenditure

$ 32,000

In addition to funds provided by MRC, there was considerable inputfrom other sources
including

$ 22,200

$ 203,162

TOTAL

$ 13,127

$ 54,000

$ 241,418

$ 41,690

$ 100,000

$ 95,100

$ 470,993

ODPl provided staff and facilities;
UsQ provided staff and facilities; and
The Water Resources Commission of Queensland which provided
approximately $ 60,000 for the drilling, installation and monitoring of the
groundwater observation bores

$ 239,704

$ 485,338

1992/93

$ 212,710

$ 203,162

$ 86,000

$ 13,127

$ 63,890

$ 241,418

$ 556,993

$ 549,248
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IMPACT ON MEAT AND LIVESTOCK INDUSTRY12

It is not possible to quantify the impact of this research on the meat and livestock
industry in clear dollar terms. The benefits are intangible, not related to production or
marketing and may take several years to be fully accepted.

However, since the project started, the regulatory process has been significant!y
improved. Initially most people would consider that this was a response by government to the
complaints of industry. However, the relaxation of regulatory vigourthat has occurred is partly
due to the availability of better technical information on the environmental impact offeedlots
that has been generated by the project. Regulators now have more confidence in making
decisions on the substantive issues and are relaxed about the side issues. Similarly, lot
feeders are better informed aboutthe significant environmental issues and are more receptive
to the incorporation of a waste management plan as part of an overallfeedlot management
plan. There is no doubtthatthe environmental management offeedlots is improving and will
continue to improve as more information comes to hand. The environmental performance of
feedlots has improved and at the same time industry confidence has improved with industry
feeling less threatened by the regulations and guidelines.



PUBLICATIONS13

The following is a list of publications produced during the project. It includes those
prepared by Feedlot Services Group, as well as some produced by other authors for
presentation at workshops and seminars run by the Group as part of the project.
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MEDIA COVERAGE

The issues addressed in this project were closely related to the community's often poor
perception of the lotfeeding industry. In order to reassure the public that feedlot environmental
issues were being addressed, we sought media coverage of the project even before any
experimental results were at hand. The project was covered on television (local networks and
ABC's Landline), ABC and local rural radio and the written press. Examples of the coverage
in the written press are given in the Annual Reports (see Appendix I and 2).
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APPENDIX I- Annual Report 1990

FEEDLOTWASTE MANAGEMENT

The Queensland Department of Primary Industries is undertaking this project. The
project commenced in January, 1990. The following is a summary of the research and
extension activities undertaken by the Feedlot Services Group during 1990. Staff for the
project commenced work in January and February 1990.

LITERATURE SEARCH

AMLRDC PROJECT No. DAO. o64

A comprehensive literature search has been undertaken covering all aspects offeedlot
waste management and environmental aspects offeedlotdevelopment. We have loaded these
references into a bibliographic database (Procite). This system allows rapid searching and
retrieval of references. As of December, 1990, there were about 1280 references on the
database. The references have been collated into a report - Feedlot Waste Management
Bibliography (Report No. DAQ. 6412).

REVIEW OF AMERICAN FEEDLOT REGULATIONS

28

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES -, 990

2

A review was undertaken of procedural arrangements and design requirements for
feedlot licensing in the United States and Canada. Requests were made for government
officials and university staff in the Us to supply details of feedlot regulations in their state.
These data were then collated into a report in which we reviewed each state using a standard
format(Feedlots in North America- Report No. DAQ. 6414). The reportsummarised the various
regulations and design guidelines that apply in the Us and correlated these guidelines with
local climate.

This report has been distributed to all Australian regulatory authorities that have a role
in feedlotlicensing. Contents of the report have since been discussed with various government
authorities.

3 AUSTRALIAN FEEDLOT SURVEY

are to:
A survey is being undertaken of the Australian feed!otindustry. The aims of the survey

( i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

obtain statistics on industry size and growth;
locate feedlots within geographic regions, climatic zones, river catchments, etc.
obtain data on feedlot design and construction methods;
obtain data on feedlot management;
obtain data on currentfeedlot waste management techniques;
locate and collate novel solutions to various design and management problems
associated with feedlot waste management;
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(vii) obtain samples of manure and effluentfortesting to establish a database on
feedlot waste quality and quantity;

(viii) obtain a sound understanding of the industry so that solutions proposed as part
of the research program are both practical and economicalIy viable.

To date, there are over 600 hundred feedlots on the database. These include existing
and proposed feedlots across Australia. A member of the research group has visited most
large feedlots (over 1000 head) in Queensland and New South Wales. Smaller feedlots and
feedlots in Victoria, South Australia and Western Australia have been surveyed by telephone.
A report is being prepared. The report will include various graphs, maps and tables compiled
from the survey database as well as written information which describes the design and
management options collated during the survey.

4

The project has instrumented fourfeedlot catchments so that hydrological data can be
collected. The sites have been chosen because they reflect differences in climate, cattle type
and feeding period, feedlot topography and design and feedlot waste management. An
automatic weather station has been installed at each site. The station records rainfall, rainfall
intensity, wind speed and direction, air temperature, humidity and pad moisture content.
Evaporation can be calculated from these data. These data are collected on a two weekly
basis using a laptop computer. Stainless steelflumes have been installed at three sites to
gauge the runoff coining from the feedlot. These data are automatically logged into the
weather station. In addition, a chart recorder is used to make a graphic record. Two sediment
samplers have been purchased. These devices are actualed automatically during a runoff
event. The sediment samplers pump samples of runoff water into 50 bottles for later analysis.
These devices will be shifted to different catchments when sufficient data are collected at the
current sites.

29

HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

The data collected with this equipment will be used to calibrate computer simulation
models offeedlot hydrology. The model will be developed from existing models written by Dr.
Watts and Mr. Lott. The model will be used to propose and test design guidelines fordifferent
climatic regions (e. g. summer orwinter dominantrainfall, high orlow rainfall) and management
systems. A component of the modelwillbe the prediction of pad moisture content. These data
are essential in any odour generation model.

The group is also investigating the design of various components in the drainage
system of a feedlot. One area of concern is the design of sedimentation basins and semi-
permeable weirs. The group has re-designed a semi-permeable weirfor a feedlotthat had a
weirthat clogged continuously. The new design has been installed and, based on one runoff
event, it is apparently working better than the previous design. The new design is both cheap
and functional.

5

In the original AMLRDC Feedlot Waste Project, a small component was the
investigation of groundwater pollution. However, it has become evident that potential
groundwater pollution caused by feedlots is of major concern, particularly in NSW. Hence, the
projectis attempting to expand the effortin this area. Meetings were held between the ODPl,
the Water Resources Commission, the University of Southern Queensland (formerly DDIAE)
and the CSIRO Centre for Groundwater Studies. The outcome was a submission to the

GROUNDWATER POLLUTION
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Australian Water Research Advisory Committee (AWRAC)for funds for a large project. Whilst
this project received good reviews, AWRAC declined to fund the work. However, when the
Murray Darling Commission became aware that the AWRAC submission was unsuccessful,
they agreed to provide funds to CSIRO to undertake some work. Hence, groundwater pollution
research will now be jointly funded by AMLRDC Feedlot Waste Management, Old Water
Resources Commission and the Murray Darling Commission.

A number of meetings have been held to discuss the areas to be investigated. In
particular, discussions have been held with NSW Water Resources Commission to ensure that
priority areas are targeted. Sites have been selected and we hope that field work will
commence early in the new year.

EFFECT OF RATION ON FEEDLOT ODOUR6

Many lotfeeders claim that grain type and processing method have a significant effect
on odour generation. Furthermore, a number offirms are marketing feed additives that they
claim reduce odour. This issue is being addressed with a trial at the ODPl research farm at
Rocklea.

Groups of cattle are being fed 6 different rations. The rations are steam-flaked barley,
dry-rolled barley, steam-flaked sorghum, dry-rolled sorghum, dry-rolled sorghum with Actigest
and dry-rolled sorghum with a Hoechst additive. Feed conversion efficiency and weight gains
are being measured. The cattle have been trained to wear a faecal collection pouch. For
intensive 7 day periods, allthe faeces produced by the cattle are collected. This is weighed
and the majority of the faeces is frozen for later use. Some of the faeces is being analysed
to determine if there are any significant chemical differences between the faeces that might
indicate different odour generation potentials. The feeding and faeces collection trial will end
at the end of December.

The second phase of the trial will be the creation of small scale feedlot pads using the
frozen faeces. The faeces will be allowed to decompose in a similar manner to an actual
feedlot pad. The addition of urine and rainfall will be controlled by the use of a "rain-out"
shelter. Odour samples will be collected from above the pad and measured to determine if
there are significant differences between the different manures.

ODOUR COLLECTION AND MEASUREMENT7

A critical component of the research program is the ability to collect and measure
odour samples.

In the original research proposal, the odour measurements were to be undertaken on
a sub-contract basis by the Queensland Department of Environment and Heritage (DEH).
However, after the literature search had been completed, we discovered that this was riot a
viable option. This is because:

(i) Odour samples from feedlots must be analysed within about 4 hours of
collection or the sample will deteriorate significantly. It is logisticalIy difficult to
take samples at feedlots to the west of Toowoomba and have them tested in
Brisbane within four hours,
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(Ii) Although we did not obtain afirm quotation, it appears that each sample would
cost several hundred dollars to test. (The DEH test requires an operator plus
9 panellists). As it is anticipated that several hundred samples will eventually
be tested, the cost would have been prohibitive.

(iii) Odour measurement is a rapidly changing field of research. The literature
review indicated that the method currently used by DEH might be considered
to be a little out-dated. The existing equipment apparently has some
shortcomings that, in all probability, would underestimate odour intensity.

Forthe reasons listed above, we decided to construct a new o1factometer based on
the latest literature.

Initially, a draft design proposal was developed. This was circulated to allthe agencies
in Australiawho might be interested in odour measurement. We requested that these agencies
provide details of their current methods for measuring odours and to comment on the QDPl
proposal. When these responses were received, a review paper was written. This is "The
Measurement of Odour"- Report No. DAQ. 6415. This report has been circulated to the same
agencies. The report outlines the design criteria for the dynamic o1factometer currently being
constructed and tested by the QDPl. The report also outlines the sampling techniques
proposed for point source and ambient odours as well as odour flux rates from extensive
surfaces.

In order to obtain further acceptance of other agencies of the QDP1 o1factometer and
to compare the QDPl equipment with other machines, an odour workshop is being planned
for February. At present, Dr. John Sweeten will be the key note speaker. Representatives of
the relevant agencies from Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria, South Australia and
Western Australia have indicated that they wish to attend the workshop.

SEMINARS CONFERENCES AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES8

The group sees extension of existing information and information collected during the
study as an important activity. There are three groups to whom information should be
extended. They are:

(i) industry(lotfeedersand theirindustrybodies)
(ii) community groups(neighboursoffeedlots)
(iii) regulatory authorities (Statedepartments, shire councils)

These groups require information of different types and at different technical levels.

Throughouttheyear, membersofthe FeedlotServicesGroup haveattended numerous
seminars and conferences, addressed various workshops and conducted various tours of
feedlots. The specific activities have been as follows.

17-18 Apr Feedlot Managers Short Course conducted by industry and AMLC - Main
speaker - Dr. John Matsushima

Beef '90 Field Day - UGA - held at Lillyvale Feedlot

Review of Research Program and Field Trip - Dr. John Sweeten

10 May

29-31 May
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Open Meeting and Review of AMLRDC Feedlot Research, Brisbane - Dr. JohnI June
Sweeten

Interstate Liaison Meeting with NSW Ag. and Fisheries, SPCC, NSW Water
Resources, DARA, Vic, SA Dept of Ag. ~ Seminar in Brisbane and field trip to
Downs feedlots

Lotteeding and Beef Production - Refresher Course - University of Sydney

Queensland Feedlot Liaison Committee - presentation of outline of research
program to committee meeting

Agricultural Engineering Society of Australia presentation of outline of
research program to monthly meeting

Feedlot Seminar in Dubbo - ALFA AGM and Launch of NSW Feedlot Manual

Queensland Feedlot Advisory Committee (FLAG) - presentation of outline of
research program and presentation of summary of review of Us guidelines -
inspection of research equipment.

FARMFEST - Interactive display outlining odour and associated research
1230 participants in odour identification test

Agricultural Odour Seminar- SPCC, Sydney - presentation of paper on feedlot
odours

Hydrology Symposium - presentation of paper and field trip to Beef City
research site

National Conference on Agricultural Engineering - presentation of papers on
feedlot hydrology - co-ordination of workshop on feedlots -field trip to feedlots

Field trip and meetings with SA Dept of Ag. officers regarding feedlot design,
management and licensing

Filming of feedlot TV program for TSN 11 - arranged by Bunny POWne,
Chairman of FLAG -filming at research sites and interviews regarding research
program.

Workshop and field trip for NSW Water Resources officers regarding
groundwater pollution from feedlots.

4-6 June

25-29 June

5 July

5 July

18 July

8 August

4-6 Sept

12 Sept

25-26 Oct

11-, 4 Nov.

19-21 Nov.

27 Nov

4-7 Dec
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Activities Ianned for 1991

Odour Workshop in Toowoomba with Dr. John Sweeten and Australian
regulatory authorities.

Manure Handling Field Days - to be arranged jointly with industry, Wylie and
Assoc. and QDPl- Day I for Feedlot Managers - Day 2 for Shire Council
representatives

Other activities:

Members of the group are participants in the Feedlot Liaison Committee and in the
Queensland Feedlot Improvement Project. This project is an initiative of the Beef Cattle
Husbandry Branch of QDPl.

Feb

Apr-May

33

9

The group has actively sought publicity for the project so that the general public is
aware that the issue offeedlot waste management is being addressed. Although little research
information has been obtained to date, the group has published some extension articles.
Publicity and extension articles are attached.

PUBLICITY AND EXTENSION ARTICLES



Publicity & Extension Articles

Feedlot waste, smells
subject of DPI study "

A three-year pro^C! 10 In\'eStigaie
feedlo: waste managemen! which
will cost more than $800,000 \\as
launched in Toowoomba yesterday.

The pro^C! was launched allhe
offices of Department of Primary In-
dustries which will be doing most o1
the work on the project in congunc-
lion with the University College o1
Southern Queensland.

Funding for the project will come
from the Australian Meat and Li\'e-
stock Research and Developmeni
Corporalion whose consultan! Dr
John Swee!en. from Texas A and M
University, will also be involved.

A learn of five DPI reseJrchers
lull-timewill work on the project

and Dr Peter Watts, executive engi-
neer wi!h the department's feedlo!
services group. said particular alien-
lion would be paid to problems of
water pollution and odours from
feedlo!s.

Dr Walls said: "\\t: will be look-
ing at Ihe designs of feedlois 10 en-
sure that waters are not polluted.

"There has been a 101 in the press
about rivers being polluted. In prin-
ciple it can occur but it is possible to
desig^ feedlois groperIy so Ihaiihis
doesn't happen. "

Dr Walls said odour research
would be carried Quithe most natu-

- AMLRDC DAQ. 064

He said: "Odour Is ob\, ous!\' a
key issue but it is something that Is
very dimet, It to measure. The bot-
torn line is that the only thing Ihai
knows'is the nose. "

Dr Watts said the project d!d not
result from the receni Go\eminent
registering of feedlois and had been
in the planning stage for the past
two years'

"The project has taken a long
lime 10 come 10 fruition because Ills
a sensitive area, he said.

The project will be based in Too-
woomba and research will be carried
out within a radius of a I\\'0-and-a-
half hour drive of the city. an area
which covers 60';I of the country's
feedlots

Dr Sweeten said he ^as 1<<1king
forward to Ihe project.

He said: "11 is an Interesting ex-
perlence for me 10 come and see this
research team and see their energy.
They have done their homework
preity well. "
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1990

The letter for-enougli Issue
decision from\\Jrding the

tile bhow'> producers
pJsscd on 10 the minister
last week \Lith a hastily
scribbled notation by a
staffer: "Don't give up the
day Job"

On the nose

QUEENSLAl\ID Depart-
merit of Primary Industries
scientist Dr Peter Watts has
been given the task of de-

Ier or riot\\termir

feedlot, pong
Gi\'en charge of the feedloi

^aste management research
he Is Ir>'Ing toprogram.

feedlotdecide whether
andodours are pollutants

nuisances

There being no Instruments
10 measure this, he has

I-,/ R1. .11^^. L 'ITIVmS' The Businessufthe!\iaiion

" ,

\
b

was

AUST

,

?

It^. N

gathered together a learn
6f people "sniffers" who,
in a specially fitted caravan,
use their olfactory senses
to judge how offensive feed-
lot waste is. or Isn't.

In common with the skills
perfumers,of master

Redback understands the
\\'aste sniffers are also re-
quired to have keen noses
But he wonders if any on
this panel will be tempted
to bottle the aromas

pigging out
IT HAS been a grim \\eek
1'0r the Australian pork in-
dustr> .

Not only did it lose its
seven-year battle 10 stop Ca
nadian pigmeat imports Into
Australia, but a Wollongong
abattoir worker_>vho had a

REDB/ICK

a

,.

^

Kilograni pig carcase350
on his head \\as lastfull

\\ eek a^arded S 158.4 18 coin-
the SupremepensatiOn In

Court. .
Sucliare the hazards ^'heri

do flypigs

Loti^ emus
\'E}, UZUELAN farmers are
J!r*Jd> looking Into the pros-
PCc:s of fanning one half
of the Australian coat of
tmIs - the emu

One CSIRO researcher
sa\s he has had one Inquiry

forInto the requirements
hisemu farming sitting on

AUSt. Rural Times, Aug 2-7, 1990
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FEEDLOT
RESEARCH

By John Round, Manager
(SPCchl Projects) ODPl

Lottecding of cattle ts now firmly CStab-
I'llcd and an ^, rpanding sepen, or the
coltlc industry in Queensland It is likely
must of the newmarket o^uniti" for
beefwhich are nerveale^n8 inn be ,up.
PI^d with jotted product,

So far the industry has been operetta8
using technology. mainly from the United
States While much of this is wit"ble 10
the Australian industry, there ^a shorn8e
of infomiation relating to tile higher rain-
fan, subtropical conditions CIEp, erienced in
Queensland.

There is the need to colldt"I research
which win add local knowledge to the
available data with regard to Gnuironmen-
tolissues. Accordingly, fan^ of^
sions with the lot feeding industry, the
Queensland Department or Primary In-
dusttics applied to the Australian Meat
andUvestockRe^archandDevetopmcnt
Corporation for funding during the next
three years to carry out . research
progiarrunc aimed at making the feedlor
indL, ;; ,' more efficient and CD\ironmco.
tally acc, ,pre'

Tills:undin asbcenappro\^d, andtbe
researchprogrammc is nowuodcrw. y. To
carry outthe work the Department is CS-
tabiishing a small research group in
Tclowoomba. mis intended Ibaitbe me in-
bers of this unit win consult cod work
closely with members of the feedlot in-
dustry to ensure that the studies carried
out arc tele\ant and of importance to that
industry.

Important factors which ha\e already
been identified include: Desigi and con-
SIruction, siting. management of waste
products and their reino\al and ultimate
usage. pen cleaning systems, effed of
manure and liquid wastes on crop lands,
influence of different rations on odour
generation, use of odour suppressants,
and the effect of stocking densities

In the initial stages it is intended to
thoroughl summarise information al-
ready anal able from Australia and net-
seas. and then obtain as much Information
as possible on practices currently being
used in Queensland. A large degree oiln-

us Iy^a ' pa ., ' as'n
Ih roughou! AUS!raila. plans arc already in
hand 10 ha\e a high level of consultation
withIn\o1\cd organisations mother

Focus ON BEEF 1990
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Staff to 'sniff out'
feedlot problems
TooWOOMBA staffof the Queensland Department
of Primar^ Industi. I'es don't kilo\, it yet but their noses
are going to be called to the sen'ice of the feedlot
industs'}'. ,,.

The}.'re going to be asked to become "sniffers ' in a
h, 'o and a half }ear feedlot I*aste management project
b\. the research section of QDPl's Feedlot Sen'ices
Group. . . .The six member section is coming out the project
with some $540,000 from the AUStral'~,\ Meat and
Li\'estock Research and De\'elopr. 12nt C- fromtion.

Headed by John Round, QDPl's manager of special
projects for I^DPI's beef cattle husbandr}' branch, and
agri'cultiral engineer Peter \^.'atIs, the section includes
two other agriculttira. I engineers, one of them with
expertise in applied chemistr. >., a rural techno gist
and an electronics technician.

According to Dr Watts, the sections research
accepts the basic ryemise tilt feedlots have the
potential to cause en\. ironmenta. I problems.

"These problems - real or percei, .ed - complaints
by neighbours and the tendency for got'eminenta. I
authorities to o\'er-regulate ha\'e hindered the go\*th
of the feedlot industr>'" he said.

.

Country Life, 22 Nov 1990
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FEEDLOTWASTE
un^. NAGEMENT SLIRVEY

A national feedlot survey' is currently being conducted by the research sec to
of the Queensland Department of Primar>' Industries reed!o1 Senices Group.
\lost oilhe sune}trigwill be conducted during feedlotinspections although some
feedlotters will be contacted by' phone.

The sune}'s main objec!I\ e Is 10 es-
tabiish a promC of the .\usItalian
feedlo!ling in dustr\ . kno\\' exactly ho\\'
feedlots in Australia are being
operated and managed so that
Tele\'ant extension material can be
prepared. Considerable emphasis
will be placed on the I\'pes of \\'asie
management practices currently
being used bv each class o1' feed!o1.
kno\\. the stocking densities used and
the frequencv and method o1 pen
clcaning. drainage s\'sterns. \\ as!c dis-
POSal. \\'aler pollution. odour creation
and feedlo! design. Aru inno\JtI\'e
ideas relating to \\asic management
control\\1/1 be JPpreciaicd

Feedlotters \\'ill also he asked 10
supp!\' details of icedlot design and
13\'out. general nutrition. husbandry
and manage me n! practices. kno\\'
\^hat facilitics are commoni\ used (eg.
scales, \'at crushes. sell'-icedcrs or
troughs). I}'pes of ingredients Ire-
quench' used in rations as \\ cll as an}'
aimalhealih programs used.

Each person sur\'e\'ed \\ill be asked
to provide details o1 the nuniber of
cattle the\' ha\e lanencd in Ihe past.
Estimates of cattle numbers in the fu-
lure will help 10 establish d trend o11he
gro\\Th of the indus!r\. The percent-
age of call!c being tallencd for cach
market \\'ill also be of interest. 11 is

-~

hoped that the into rinai!on recci\ed
during the sur\'e\ \\11/1/'10 10 e\plain

De5ig!s o1 n:/!off' co!::! o1 111rt bc 1/1, !*'. t-
CTCC//C/!I'd lip!C

I the expected trends in feedloi cattle
numbers.

The sur\'e\' should help 10 keep the
Department informed of the curteni
slate o11he feedlo1 Indusirv. 11 should
also indicate the direction in \\ hich 11
is heading. Once the Information
recei\'ed has been collated. any
specific problem areas can be Iden-
titled. Research and extension efforts

.,

^,

,,>,

^-.

Today's FEED LOTTING, July 1990

*

I can then be targeted In an appropriate

^.

manner.
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Researcliers sniff at better beef
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Sniffing caravan
to study feedlots

odour. sniffingAn

caravan is being built
at Toowoomb. DPI as
part of . foiect to in-
VC, 68.1e eedlot waste
management.

Dr Peter Watts. who ts
supervistng the nests
management projed, said
the mobile Gain'Ing CIE-
vice wornd be tile only
one of its kind in AUS.
ban. .

Tile caravan, equipped
with eight sniffets. could
be token 10 feed0, , 10
areasure o, 011t conecnU. -
lions " various points

"We vin also look "

things like the effect of '
radon on odco". There'.
un corts of scuttlebuu
aboiit sorghum prodt, cmg
worse snells than toney.
halth^', Do factual evi.
deare one w. y or the
other.

"Another factor is tire

,

depth of manure and
adsnne content and haw
they affect odour.

"Tirere has been coin-
neoi. lad wet, deep ina-
Dune couse, worse odcor,
cod if that's the cose we

will have . good orgy-
neat .born why feeder-
lets should clean their
pens more itequeody to
reduce 11,351" with
neighbours. "

Dr Wets said other

...,\

a.

.,

\.^,,

~

I

cdonr incusuri08 devices
in AUSU'"in were fixed
f"nines in fobor. Iorie,
in dpi"I cities

The w"to maneserred CGived environment. Iyea, .80. be^ den-
project .1.0 would look vjronmeni. I concern. impact
d to vcotit OTCidentifygood. ite

getting into gee - '. originalytbere was management^"tires for
"We're going to col- .f. irb, of emphasis on feedjoi waste manage-

led rainfall and run^ff diemic. I control of meat systems from cur-
data from . number of Ixiom, and things I^e rent^codov^"

this. I'd SIxh workrepresent. dye feedois experience.
tosa'I been successful inand use that information . To transfer ^

10^"proveg, ,xiei"' co ,f 14''atslCCliDOIOgyto
. , . LETS, and orber Stale andtremors. "

AD, S OF PROJECT IOC. I governmentThe project s^d in
The Lint, of the feedot .gene^.January. Dr Wads said it . To undertake coin.was the nutsorr, e of co waste ms. 008emenl pro.

cop, ,"bbytbed. pqrt- j. der. ^ prem. ,", y, .
urea1 600.1intoOdour. ridsolid, ridinto odour and solid and

controlseamb and De"eloprr, eat habitiry of reedier, by 1.1, Lid waste controlwaste

.boyt two reducing thereal. adja. ^

\,. i. ;
,~

SPE^LISrlN FEEDLOT design ond woste monogemenl^. Jot, Iswedco
from *IQ Tona, A & M University, pictor. d o1 the Toowco, riba QD" re-
centiy. Dr Swooi, n is one o1 0 number of consultsnfs origogod by 11n

AMLRIX.
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I'uhlicit\ & Exicnsi!, n .-\malus - A\ILRDC D. \Q 0<, 4

Sniff test scheme
for feedlot research
F\R\IFFST listtor* hale been in*iit. d will be compared 10 tile aterage and
10 hate their rin, ,e* "meusured" and Jt participants ranked on their abilin 10

ideniif\ odours.Ihc ,. ame lime artist feedlq, I research.
The DPI'\ reed1,11 *enices group Is The I:romp haire-s to obtain more IhJn

weking 1000 101unteer\ from lisiiors 10 10/10 sniff tests to help their under.
the DPI. National Parks arad Wildlife standint! or the PINic's "bilit} to ichn-
Senic6 site to sniff 10 different jam Ijf\ odours.
each containing an odour.

A large part of tire feedlot seniceTheye mat include agricultural smelts
group'< program it associated withlike vial:*I. cow inJnure and piggerie\. feedl, ,, I'dours and Iheir nutsance jin-

I'D, xi .melts Iik" b"nana\. mangy, e\.
pJct on neighbours. It has the respon*i-Cliff^' and cl, ,\e\. indU\trial ado, In
hilin of feedloi licensing. e\tension Jnd

*uch as Jnim, ,niJ. chi, Irine and actionc
rev;Irch.

Jnt! ,, then *u\h J* rt, .c* 41r nJil p, ,Itsh
Other uspeci\ of Ihe or, Iup\ di\pia\r"inn. CT

\ o1unt*-*. r\ will IDt, rJnked ,, n Inclr kill be feedloi site \electi, ,n. design and
management. A rerie\ of PIAier\ willJh;jin I, ) idt. niif\ od, Iur\ b\ haling 111eir
emphasise tanous uspeci\ of feedloire\!x, uses to 34) PI)55ible an!,^er\ Imme- emp anise tanous uspec \ I

diJitl\ entered into , computer. Results site selection. design And management. I

"""' ' ""' -- -*,.*,...-,!-\ . - '
*.-. *. .-*...\.."...*". r.

\.

,,.

\ *.'. ~..'

.^- .^-.

,^.=eeri^'

IX
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Faintsst Re^I

O^,:^,

~~ I

FARMFEST '90

Bill Mahon, Camendale, receives his 'super sniffer nose' sticker from SImon Loft. an engineer with
the Department of Primary Industries feedlo! services dlvlsion in Toowoomba. The DPI conducted
an odour identification survey at Farmfest. asking patrons to try to Identify eight different .me!Is o1

either cosmetic, industrial or agricultrual orlgins.
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Country Life, Aug 1990
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Publicity & Extension

I\^^IANl. InnWLNAGEMENT
OFEVERYFEEDLOT

Articles - AMLRDC DAQ. 06-4

y Dr. Peter Watts
In recent years, lot feeders have

round that manure management is a
key feature or successful 101 feeding.
\\'ith the increasing environmental
at. are ness of the public and with
tighter economic margins, manure
management can no longer haseen as
a chore but as an integral component
of the oterall reedlot operation.

The costs and returns of manure
management need 10 be optimised.
The first step in impro\trig manure
management is understanding
manure -the quantities produced and
its characteristics.

Figure One shows the daily intake
and output of a typical 450kg feedloi
beast. Feed consump!ion Is onicony
2,596 10 39^^ of body weig}It. For a
450kg beast, this represents about
13kg offeed intake per day. As weight
atn is only 1.2 to 1.6 kg per day, Ibe

remainder must appear as manure.
IManure is the combination offaeces
and urine. 11n addition 10 feed in!ake,
cattle drink considerable quantities of
water. The dan. ' Mume depends on
bodyv. eight an maticconditions.
Some oil^. is wat~ 5105/10 the atmos-

here as respiration. HDv, e\er, a con-
siderable proportion of the water is
voided as part of!he manure. Typical-
Iy. the manure is 85% to 90<'a waier.
Hence, the daily manure production
of a 450kg beastis about 27kg per day.
This represents about 5-6% of the
beast's body v. eight. Of the 2 ,kg,
about 24kg is water and 3kg is solid
material.

The daily manure production and its
characteristics for a range of animal
sizes is sho\*n in Table One, The ac-
Iual amount excreied can vary by
about 2<C;: either side oilhese
a\eragcs due 10 Changes in Tailor. .
animal health. a\ Jabiliiy of ^ater
and climate.

1.1A.\Tar RE\10\'AL R\TES
The total amount of manure that

need* 10 be reino\ ed from Ihc feedlot
cns is quite \ariable 11 dcpcnds on

in. *ISIurc conic ni. diges!ibilii> of the
r, lion. PCn cleaning itcqornc: tin.
techn qucs. c!jinJiic condition* an,
stocking demii\ 3.1, nurc rcm, \,,
rates ranging from I 10nne 10 - Iunn:
PCr head PCr \ear are cited

I. MANURE PRODUCTION FOR A 450Kg BEA .

INTEGRALPART
OPERATION

, ,..

:=ses
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For the 450kg beast example in I is
article, the daily application of 3kg o
dr\ mailer becomes 1.1 10nne of do
maller per year. If the manure Is at
30C;: moisture conteni v. heri reino\ e
and if the manure is reino\ed fre-

uenily so that little decomposition
' as occurred and 11/11e manure has
h. Gen reino\ed in runoff. than 1.1 10n-
Des of dry mallet becomes 1.4 10nnes
of manure 10 be removed. Ob\IOUsly

I. , ~ -~ .__I, I;';-;:,;;::."
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TABLE 2 - ANIMAL MANURE
PRODUCTION

,S=~cod re'.'. ",.,., aC\ gore, 9.3' ,
.,,,.,,,... gap:.~'I __._.,, densiiies.
*=cr MAN, as ManEa v. =\.=s e .. I'ill. h
joc' GB 079 0'' can be seenfrom!his datatha!Ie
go: 131 158 I" in~ xeedslheco"

FCan!amountofdeCOmp*51/10n faeces jusUrine-
an orrUnO ' IManureisapprox. 33'7^ater. en-
SU ~ 1.1 In ErrECT SII\153pproX. %1,311C,
Stockingdcnsil) has a SIgnlnC, rite. ' . D, PCIe, \\3115 , Be:. Re Eng, e. ,
focion!ema' a ODPiToo*errra

TABLE 3. EFFECT OF STOCK NG DEN
SITY ON MOISTURE ADDED To A

FEEDLOT PAD

M " re e. pre, ,. d co 00. \"ni ,' ^ undn
A STOCK!"::ENs~sCu. Seas~

SEE

Fire 15 20 25 30
2.0 190 ., 0 "a

480 320 2.0 ',: '"
350 G70 ,, 0 330 Ego 223

960 570 430 3, C 290
1053 700 520 co 350
1250 830 BaO SCO ,'a

12 . '!0 I, \t FEED LOTTi\0 . 0*--. k, ., I ;I

Table Three shows the amount of
v. aler placed on the pad by cattle of
different weights 31 different stocking

Today's FEED
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Publicity & Extension Articles - AMLRDC DAQ. 064

DPIto investigate Downs
feedlots' waste disposal

A ne\\Iy formed gToup \\11hin Ihe De-
partmeni of Primary Industries (DPI)
\\1/1 investigate feedloi waste manage-
riteni on the Darling Downs

Dr Pelcr walls. executive engineer
wiih Ihe DPI's Toowoomba feedloi ser-
\ice group, said it was planned 10 look
into the many' problems surrounding
feedloi management.

He said one concern was groundwater
pollution .

Emueni sceping ink\ the water table
could result in high rillrate Ievcls, a

Tobiem which. after saliniry. represent-
cd Ihe biggest coniarrinaiion threat to
.-\us ITUlia'\ drinking v. supplies.

Dr walls said he PIL cd 10 drilliesi
holes around feedlots to sample water
10 scc if effluent contributed 10 pollu-
lion of groundwaier.

11 was also planned 10 sample geep-
rigc direcil> under feedlots.

literature~Dr Walls said American
bug, c<ICd that problems should not ex-
1.1, un!c>> feed!o15 were built \\lib PCns
directl\. near a bore.

High rillraie levels have been a prob-
ICm in the Cambooya Shire where the
council \\as forced 10 lake action adjui
18 moriihs ago when uriacccpiabl} high
IC\'els \\ cre recorded

CanIbooya Shire Council's en\Iron
menial health offICcr, .Mr Brian Hairis
said tile problq, I had resulted bccausc
Ihe lown was 1.19^wered.

Septic Ilenches polluted the under-
ground streams which fed the PIi\'ale
ForCS >up PI\Ing Ihc town's waieT

Mr Harris said 11 was necessary 10 CS-
IJbli*h a council \\;!lei supply by d, 111-
Ir. g J ticcp hitc, 151.1 inclrcs in der:h.
ind *cJling 11 \*Ith concr:IC lining.

T!\c *h, 111. ,\\ <1rc;jin\ pulluied by *. ;-
:it .\<1, .11\.\ c. IPPCU 011.

\I IIJii~ \. 110 '11/1n\:11 \\,.~ 1:1 ', IC
,L. ~~ ,11 ,r. !\ 1,111:! J \\. 11.1 \u;; .. :.'I
.*ni. I \\litr* I*.*111,111\ n. ,\\ ..\J

\ .,.,.' 1,111. ~
1111 rillr, 11c pith1.1'1 In"TiltiL I*

,,,,..,,,.,. 1,111 ''" st''"" '* S"1/1,
hull. 11 .I* NII 111 .I 1.1nd '11/1cci 1.1 4/1
.11. '* I\111t: .!.\UN*c*I It\' 111c dullKil. "
"' I 1.1.11* *.. 1.1

Kill". ink 51/11C ( onin1 .I**1st. :111 .11-
_11. .r \11 \. 11 K!11/1 .. jin 111.1!. I .;I

111 1/1. '11/1L 11, *I ., I. \ \ ,
I'LLii .11 till ALcpRiblc IL'VCI, Ihc 01*1:1Li
11N ,\it 71*. I. td p^. hit!us \\1/11 ^ .!I
1:1J!,;111^\* \\ hicl\ PI. lullLtLl tilt. -I, .:r-:tl

. I)1'1 'has final try I'll hulli, I lily
I'llt. 11iiiii\'. I', 112e 13.

Too\\, o0mba

I I ^ I. - _ I ,

\\ .. I\ I
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Annual Report 1991

APPENDIX 2 - Annual Report199,

FEEDLOTWASTE MANAGEMENT

MRC PROJECT No. DAO. 064

SUMMARY OF ACTIVITIES -, 991

The Queensland Department of Primary Industries is undertaking this project. The
project commenced in January 1990. A summary of activities was prepared forthe calendar
year I 990. The following is a summary of the research activities undertaken by the Feedlot
Services Group during 1991.

SURVEY OF AUSTRALIAN FEEDLOTS

In the last half of 1990, a survey was undertaken of the lot feeding industry in
Australia. In total, we recorded 630 feedlots on a database and about 150 feedlots were
surveyed. This represented about 509". of the pen capacity of the industry.

In 1991, a report was prepared outlining the findings of the survey (Report No.
DAQ64/6 - Lot Feeding In Australia). The report included statistics on the size, history and
growth of the industry; the geographical distribution of lotfeeding; the climatic distribution and
design and management data. The report also included a number of recommendations for
further research that were identified during the survey.

About 80 copies of the report were prepared. The group distributed these to industry,
MRC, industry groups, state departments of agriculture, state departments of environment and
other interested parties. Following this distribution, there remained a strong demand for copies
of the publication. Due to the number of colour photographs, it was not within the budget of
the project to produce an unlimited number of copies. Hence, the report was reproduced as
a saleable item by ODPl. Over 190 copies of the publication have been sold (Dec. 1991).

RESEARCH PRIORITIES2

Following completion of the survey report, the findings were presented to FLAC
(Feedlot Advisory Committee). The committee reviewed the report and the recommendations
for further study. These recommendations were ranked in order of priority and forwarded to
MRC.

3

34

ODOURWORKSHOP

One of the aims of the project is to have research results obtained in odour studies
incorporated into feedlot guidelines. Whilst this is a desirable outcome, it is quite difficult to
achieve. This is due to the subjective and emotive nature of the issue of odour nuisance and
the fact that odour measurement is a developing technology.

Before the odour data collected in the study will be accepted by consultants and
regulatory authorities, there must be acceptance of the odour measurement and sampling
procedures. In 1990, a discussion paper was prepared (Report No. DAQ64/5). We circulated
this report to various authorities requesting comment. Little comment was received. Hence,
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it was decided that it would be necessary to run a "hands-on" workshop at which the various
parties involved in odour research and regulation could come together and discuss the issue
of odour nuisance and odour technologies.

The workshop was conducted in February 1991. Representatives of all relevant
regulatory authorities as well as consultants and researchers attended. There was one day
of selected papers followed by two days of practical odour sampling and measurement
experiments. This approach proved very successful with considerable frank and open
discussion. Dr. John Sweeten also attended the workshop. He demonstrated the use of the
I-butan o1 o1factometer from Texas A & M University.

The proceedings of the workshopwere prepared (Report No. DAO 6417) andforwarded
to all participants and other interested parties. This is a very useful resource document
outlining odour measurement. During the workshop, there were a number of television and
radio interviews promoting the work being undertaken by the group.

A second workshop is planned for 31 Mar - 2 Apr 1992. This workshop will discuss
odour measurement and odour emissions made at feedlots. The workshop will be open to lot
feeders and local government officers as well as consultants, researchers and regulators.

4 ODOURSAMPLINGANDMEASUREMENT(DYNAMICOLFACTOMETER)

,---

In 1990, the project reviewed odour measurement technology. After consultation with
various regulatory authorities, we decided to construct a mobile dynamic o1factometer using
8 panellists and a 3 port Iforced choice odour detection system. This was constructed during
late 1990 so that it was virtually complete by the Odour Workshop. During the Odour
Workshop, various consultants and regulatory officers inspected the device. Following their
comments, the device was modified.

One of the design criteria of the device was to be able to undertake the maximum
-number of tests per day. Hence, it was decided to have all 8 ports operating simultaneously
rather than sequentially. This maximises the efficiency of the 8 panellists. Even so, only about
20 tests can be done in a day.

Selection of panellists is an issue with o1factometry. Using the Dutch standard as a
basis, panellists should be between 18 and 40; should have an adequate sense of smell and
should be trained. It was decided to develop a pool of "sniffers" amongstthe students at the
University of Southern Queensland. This system has worked well but intensive sniffing
programs must coincide with university holidays. Hence, the group conduted sniffing trials in
1991 during the June, September and Christmas holidays.

The performance of any o1factometerrelative to others is always a concern. At present,
there is no Australian standard. There is a standard in Holland but even this does not ensure
that all o1factometers produce the same odour intensity measurement for the same sample.
To start to solve this problem, a committee has been established to conduct a series of
laboratory tests amongst o1factometers in Australia. The Department of Environment and
Heritage in Queensland is co-ordinating this committee. There are about a dozen devices in
Australia of significantly varying age, cost and design sophistication. The aim of the test
program is to produce sample bags of ammonia of known concentration and determine the
odour intensity of these samples. This tests both the sensitivity and reproducibility of the
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device. QDPl has participated in this test program. The results have shown that the QDPl
o1factometer was quite sensitive but improvements could be made to reproducibility. Using this
information, the o1factometer has been modified. The ammonia tests were repeated during the
odour sniffing trial prior to Christmas 1991 as well as a number of butan o1tests.

In addition to the o1factometer, an odour sampling system for emissions from extensive
surfaces has been developed. Essentially, this is a portable wind tunnel which can be placed
over the surface from which odours are to be sampled. Wind speed in the tunnel can be
varied but for most cases to date, a standard speed of I in/s has been used. The wind tunnel
is instrumented so that tunnel airtemperature, tunnel humidity, surface temperature and tunnel
wind speed can be logged into an automatic weather station. Odours can be sampled from
the downwind end of the wind tunnel. Inlet air to the wind tunnel passes through a charcoal
filter to remove background odours.

DOWNWIND DISPERSION OF ODOURS FROM FEEDLOTS5

Much discussion at the Odour Workshop concentrated on the need to measure
downwind dispersion of odours from a feedlot. The discussion also reinforced the difficulty in
undertaking this work. It was agreed that this work should be attempted but that the results
would have little meaning ifthe site was poorly chosen.

We developed a set of selection criteria in order to choose a feedlot at which
downwind dispersion of odours could be undertaken. The criteria include:

uniform topography surrounding the feedlot (no large hills,(i)
significant valleys, etc).

easy accessibility to receptor locations in all downwind
directions.

regular pen layout (preferably a uniform square area of pens of
identical design and use).

no complicating odour sources (e. g. nearby abattoir or piggery,
no treatment ponds, no manure stockpile).

established feedlot with well developed pen surface and
constant usage.

close proximity to Toowoomba.

(preferably) cooperative neighbours who would assist in
monitoring of odour frequency and intensity.

After some searching, a 500 head feedlot was located near Warwick which satisfies
most of these criteria. We obtained permission from the owner to undertake sniffing at and
around his feedlot. The site was then surveyed to obtain accurate pen dimensions and
downwind distances. An automatic weather station was installed. By April, the site was ready
for monitoring. However, by then the drought was established. Some odour measurements
were undertaken at the feedlot but downwind odours could not be detected within even 100

in of the pens.

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)
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Should wet weather occur and ifthe o1factometeris concurrently available, downwind
dispersion of odours will be measured with concurrent measurements of surface emission
rates.

THE WELLCAMP TRIAL6

Whilstitis obvious that odour measurements should be undertaken at and around commercial
feedlots, we felt that an understanding of odour emission processes could be achieved only
by designing an experiment in which as many variables as possible could be controlled. It was
felt that the variables that would influence odour emission from a feedlot surface would
include:

pad moisture content(i)
ration type(ii)
stocking density(iii)
climatic conditions.(iv)

It was feltthat an experiment could be designed in which each of these variables could
be controlled or, at least, kept constant during the experiment. It was decided to create a
number of mini- feedlot pads (trays). They would all be created at the same site so that
climatic influences on the pad would be identical. The trays were sited underneath a "rain-out"
shelter. This is a large moveable cover which can be drawn across the trays to exclude rain.
The feedlot pads in each tray were developed using faeces from cattle fed on 6 different
rations collected in a previous animal feeding trial. These faeces had been extensively
analysed (Report No. DAO64/9) so that differences in odour emission between rations could
be explained in terms offaeces characteristics. It is usually assumed that differences in odour
emissions between different rations are mainly due to differences in the percentage of grain
which the animal digests (more undigested grain results in more odour). However, there may
be other explanations. Differences in the concentrations of metals and some other elements
may affect the rate of ariaerobic digestion of the manure (inhibitory effect) or may affect the
chemical composition of the gases emitted (character effect). Extensive analyses of the faeces
were undertaken to determine ifthere were any significant elemental differences in the faeces
samples which may explain some odour differences (Report No. DAO64/22).

We added faeces and urine to the trays at a constantrate (equivalent to 10 sq. infoeast
stocking rate) and compacted the trays to represent, as much as possible, a commercial
feedlot. An automatic weatherstation was installed to record the climatic conditions during pad
development. After abouttwo months of pad development, the 18 trays were ready for sniffing.

During a two week period in June, the trays were repeatedly sniffed. Initially, the trays
were dry and odouremissions were low. Faeces wasthen added and the equivalent of 25 min
of artificial rain was applied. Odour emission increased substantially reaching a peak two days
after application of the rain. In some cases, the wet pad emission was 50-100 times larger
than the dry pad emission. There also appear to be differences between the odour emitted
from faeces resulting from different rations. Unfortunately, it is difficult to completely interpret
the data since there are additional influences on odour emission. These appear to include:

degree of pad disturbance( i)
time of day(ii)
pad temperature(iii)
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pad BOD status(iv)
(v) pad Ph

tunnel wind speed.(vi)

We repeated the experiment in September but poor weather conditions and a problem
with the odour sampling equipment meantthatthe results obtained were of limited value. A
report is being prepared on this experiment (Report No. DAQ64/11). Importantly, it highlights
the implications for testing odours in a commercial feedlot due to this wide range of odour
generation variables.

ODOUR MEASUREMENT AT A COMMERCIALFEEDLOT

The research at Wellcamp has provided experience with the operation of the
o1factometer and the wind tunnel and valuable information aboutthe factors which influence

odour generation. This experience and information was necessary before attempting to
measure odour emissions at commercial feedlots. Any field measurements made prematurely
would have been costly and may have yielded useless data as well as inducing a lack of
confidence in the work from industry.

During NovemberDecember 1991, a series of odour measurements were made at a
commercial feedlot. The objectives were to collect data on emission rates from wet and dry
pens; measure the diurnal variation in odour emission and measure some ambient
concentrations at the feedlot and down wind. It was also proposed to evaluate other odour
measurement techniques (I-butan o1 o1factometer, COSMOS o1factometer) concurrently with
the dynamic o1factometer.

Considerable data were collected during this trial. These are currently being analysed
and evaluated. A reportwill be prepared (Report No. DAO64/21). These data will be presented
at the proposed odour workshop (April 1992).

7

ODOUR IMPACT SURVEY

Apart from the use of the dynamic o1factometer, other ideas were pursued to try to
confirm and/or develop feedlot odour guidelines. One idea was to conduct a survey of the
impact of feedlot odours on neighbours. The survey would be conducted around selected
feedlots. All neighbours would be interviewed and their responses would be collected on a
survey form. The objectives were to:

co determine the odourimpact of the feedlot on the person by developing
a rating which included the frequency of occurrence, the duration of
persistence, the intensity of the odour and the offensiveness. Clearly,
such an assessment would be a subjective assessment by the
neighbour and may reflect issues other than odour. Nevertheless, we
felt that with careful selection of questions and surveying of ALL
neighbours, individual bias could be contained.

(ii) determine the location of the neighbour with respect to the feedlot and
the acceptability of that location in terms of existing guidelines.

8
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(ill)

Whilst accepting that there would be deficiencies with this approach, it was seen as
providing useful and rapid support to the other long term odour measurement work. The group
developed a detailed survey form and circulated this to some regulatory authorities and to
industry.

The concept was generally accepted by the regulatory authorities but received poor
support from industry. Hence, it was decided not to proceed with this work. No surveys have
been undertaken.

39

correlate odour impact and location and determine whether current
guidelines provide adequate or excessive protection from odour
nuisance.

NATIONAL FEEDLOT GUIDELINES

For some time, industry has wanted to develop a set of feedlot guidelines that had
national acceptance. Hence, we conducted a workshop to start the process of development
of these guidelines.

Members of the Feedlot Services Group have had a significant input to this process.
Members were on the organising committee; participated at the workshop including the
presentation of the position paper on the environmental impact of cattle feedlots (Report No.
DAQ64/8) and have participated in the preparation of various sections of the guidelines (data
requirements for feedlot applications, environmental objectives and guidelines and monitoring
requirements).

All parties agreed that the incorporation in the guidelines of certain formulae or
methods (with particularreference to odour and separation distances) could only occurifthere
was a solid scientific basis to that aspect. There is a willingness to adopt new guidelines but
a significant lack of suitable data. This attitude is reflected in the latest draft of the guidelines
which notes that:

9

"Unfortunately, minimum odour separation distances cannot be predicted accurately
for new feedlots yet. Experience with existing feedlots though would indicate that large
feedlots may need to be separated from sensitive receptors by distances of up to 10
kin or more depending on feedlot size, management practices, topography and
climate. "
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The Queensland Department of Primary Industries is developing a predictive formula
for calculating minimum odour separation distances. When its quantitative parameters
have been further refined, it may form a suitable basis for a national formula. "

HYDROLOGICAL INVESTIGATIONS

In 1990, fourfeedlot catchments were instrumented with weather stations and flumes
were installed at three of these feedlots. The weather station at the feedlot without a flume
was subsequently removed in 1991. The group now uses this station in conjunction with the
odour studies to concurrently log climate and odour sampling data.

The period following the installation of the hydrological equipment has coincided with
a very severe drought caused by the "EI Nino" effect. Figs I and 2 show the rainfallrecorded
in Toowoomba and Dalby respectively during this period. (Toowoomba is centrally located
amongst the three feedlots. ) In January/February 1991, there were a few storms and at two
of the three feedlots there was some runoff. Since then, there has been below average
rainfall. Hence, no runoff has occurred. Predictions by meteorologists are that below average
rainfall will persist until alleast March 1992 and may even continue through 1992 until March-
May 1993.

The runoff has resulted from several isolated intense storm events. The feedlot pen
area was dry at the time of the rain. No runoff has occurred from the feedlots over a wet
summer where a series of storms would be normal and the pad would often be wet. Similarly,
runoff has not occurred due to persistent rainfall events. Such "general" rains usually fallin
the autumn and winter periods. It is important to obtain data from as a wide a range of
hydrological circumstances as possible.

This drought highlights the problem of running a hydrologicalinvestigation over a short
time period (2 years). This period is too short to obtain representative data.

The data from the runoff studies will be used to calibrate the Simulation model(see
Section I2). In particular it is required to determine the parameters of the wetting and drying
cycle for the pad, and thus moisture content of the pad. This relationship is directly related
to the prediction of odour generation events. It is also required to determine the amount of
runoff that the feedlot yields under different conditions. Such information is needed to allow
the appropriate sizing of retention ponds or indeed, the possible use of other drainage
systems.

Over the past 12 months, the group has regularly serviced and maintained the
research sites. This has required considerable effort for which little data was collected.
Software forthe analysis of the data has been developed during the year.

to

RAINFALL SIMULATOR TRIALS

In order to overcome some of the limitations of the drought, the group decided to
conduct some rainfall simulator trials. In these trials, rainfall was artificially applied to feedlot
pads of different slope and surface condition. We recorded runoff volumes and timing from a
I in x 2 in plot using several different rainfallintensities.

It
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The data collected in these trials will complement the data collected in the long term
hydrological monitoring program and will be used to refine the simulation model.

FEEDLOT SIMULATION PROGRAM

The group has started developing a feedlotrunoff simulation model. This is essentially
a water balance model which uses historical rainfall data and predicts runoff events and
subsequently, the frequency of pond overflows. It contains a simple irrigation model used to
dispose of the effluent from the retention pond.

In its present form, the model can examine hydrological balances only. As such, it
routinely predicts the moisture content of the feedlot pad. However, when the relationships
between pad moisture content and odour emission rate can be defined, the model can be
used to predict frequency and intensity of odour emissions. Similarly, when data become
available on the quality of feedlot runoff (nutrient levels, salt levels), it can be used to evaluate
nutrient cycles in the land disposal areas. This will require the inclusion of a crop growth
model such as PERFECT.

The uses of the model are wide and varied. At present, it can be used to evaluate the
hydrological performance of feedlot designs. For example, a feedlot could be designed
according to an existing guideline. The model can then be run and the actual performance of
the design can be evaluated. This exercise has clearly shown that many existing guidelines
are inadequate and will result in pond overflow frequencies greater than may be expected
(Report No. DAQ64/13). The model can also evaluate the change in performance resulting
in changes to stocking density, pen cleaning frequency and other management factors.

When the odour generation relationships are established, the model can be used to
evaluate the change in odour generation associated with changes in management practices.
Ultimately, such a model could be used to modify feedlot guidelines.

12

GROUNDWATER INVESTIGATIONS

Following the inability to obtain further funding for groundwaterresearch from AWRAC,
a reduced groundwater research program was initiated. The essential elements of this
program were:

13

(i)

(ii)

prepare a thoroughly researched literature review and present
a position paper on the issue.

undertake limited monitoring of groundwater quality in the
vicinity of two commercial feedlots.
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It was agreed that the CSIRO Centre for Groundwater Studies would undertake the
literature review and prepare the position paper. This paper would:

review the areas of concern for groundwater contamination.( i)

review mechanisms and sites at a feedlot where groundwater(ii)
pollution could be initiated.

review Us, European and Australian experience with intensive
livestock industries.

provide recommendations for regulatory authorities on siting of
feedlots and reasonable methods for site assessment.

provide recommendations for lot feeders on design and
management options to reduce the likelihood of pollution
occurring.

review future research needs.(vi)

This report will be available early in 1992.

After discussions with CSIRO and Old Water Resources Commission, two feedlots
were chosen for groundwater monitoring. The sites were chosen because they were
permanent commercial feedlots located over two different geological strata. One is located
over a sedimentary area with much of the land disposal areas quite sandy. The other site is
located over a fractured basalt which has a shallow soil cover. These sites were chosen
because they represent the major areas of concern for the Qld. Water Resources
Commission.

A detailed hydrogeological assessment was undertaken of each site. In one case, it
took until June 1991 to obtain permission to install a series of observation bores. These are
now in place and soil and water analyses have been undertaken. Details can be found in
Pavelic at a1. (1991). Nthis site, the shallow aquifers are dry (due to the severe drought) and
this will curtail continued monitoring until significant rainfall occurs. When sufficient rainfall
occurs to cause the shallow aquifers to run again, water quality sampling will be undertaken.
At the second site, permission was only obtained to install observation bores in November
1991. One issue at this site is that the hydrogeological assessment revealed nitrate levels in
some bores in the vicinity of the feedlot which were in excess of WHO limits for drinking water.
There are various sources of contamination in the area such as old dairies, septic systems
and/or excessive use of inorganic fertilisers in broadacre agriculture. However, there is
insufficient information currently available to determine whether or not the feedlot has
contributed to the nitrate levels.

(iii)

(iv)

(v)
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MANURE ACCUMULATION INVESTIGATION14

Manure accumulation studies are currently being conducted on a Darling Downs
feedlot. We selected four empty adjacent pens. The pens were cleaned and fifteen metal
plates (30 cm x 30 cm) per pen were buried such that they were just below the interface layer.
The depth of manure which has accumulated above each plate is measured fortnightly Of high
priority work commitments permit). At the time of measurement the moisture content of the
manure is also measured. Some bulk density determinations have also been carried out.
These studies will provide data on the actual rate of manure accumulation on a pad allowing
for normal decomposition processes. Details of the bulk density of each layer offeedlot pad
will also be available. The data will also provide an indication of how much manure swells as
a result of increased moisture content. This will be useful when explaining to producers the
importance of regular pen cleaning and understanding the dynamics of the pad for odour
studies.
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EXTENSION MATERIAL15

During the year, the group has produced extension material on feedlot waste
management and related topics. In particular, the group has produced a series of 11
farmnotes on feedlotwaste management. The farmnotes were developed using a combination
of information from the USA collected during the literature review and the bestideas collected
from Australian feedlots during the feedlot survey. The farmnote titles are:

Manure Production DataNo. I
The Feedlot PadNo. 2

Pen Cleaning (Manure Harvesting)No. 3

Design Concepts to Aid CleaningNo. 4

Mounding in YardsNo. 5
Attention to DetailNo. 6

Temporary Storage of ManureNo. 7
Dust ControlNo. 8

Fly ControlNo. 9

Using Weather ConditionsNo. 10

Disposal of CarcassesNo. 11

Articles based on these farmnotes have been reproduced in industry magazines. Additional
extension articles are attached.

A start has been made on a set of standard plans for cattle feedlots. These plans will be
issued both as hardcopy (Farmnotes or a booklet) and as AutoCad files for consultants who
may wish to use some of the ideas. The plans will cover many aspects from overallfeedlot
layouts to pond and drain designs to fencing details.

QUEENSLAND FEEDLOT MANAGEMENT PROJECT

The Queensland Feedlot Management Project is an initiative of the QDPl. It aims to
improve the profitability and sustainability of lot feeding in Queensland. It has five main
components, viz, animal performance, animal health, marketing and economics, waste
management and licensing.

The Feedlot Services Group has had a major input to this project. This project
represents the major extension vehicle to lot feeders for the group's research output.

Apart from the preparation and distribution of a series of Feedlot Waste Management
Farmnotes, the group gave presentations on waste management at 9 field days organised as
part of the Feedlot Management Project. The agenda forthese field days is attached.

These field days were particularly successful. Over 600 farmers and other interested
parties attended. The waste management presentations were well received as they
emphasised the relevant environment issues and presented cost effective and practical means
for minimising environmental impact.

Reports from the feedlotlicensing group within QDPl would indicate that acceptance of many
of the waste management techniques following their presentation at the workshops has been
high.

44
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PUBLICITY17

The group has actively sought publicity for the project so that the general public is
aware that the issue offeedlot waste management is being addressed. Some of the written
publicity aboutthe group is attached. In addition, a number of television interviews have been
conducted.

18 SEMINARS, CONFERENCES AND EXTENSION ACTIVITIES

Throughoutthe year, membersofthe Feedlot Services Group have attended numerous
seminars and conferences, addressed various workshops and conducted various tours to
feedlots. The specific activities have been as follows.

Visit by Dr. John Sweeten - review of work to date.February 18-22

Workshop on Agricultural OdoursFebruary 19-21

Meeting and tour with SCA - APA committeeApril 17

Address to ALFA Council meeting on progress to dateMay5

Presentation offeedlot waste management techniques to Key
Local Authorities in S. E. Queensland.

National Feedlot Guidelines Workshop

Address to joint meeting of Australian Institute of Agricultural
Science and the Society for Engineering in Agriculture

FARMFEST display including inspection of o1factometer by the
Minister for Primary Industries

45

June

July 24

September 2-4

REPORTS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

The following is a list of reports and other publications arising from this projectthatthe
group has published during the year and reports that are still in progress but are expected to
be finished early in 1992.

Cleary, C. D. (1991) "An Investigation of the Physical Characteristics of a Feedlot Pad", Univ.
College of Southern Qld, Student Report, Nov I 991, 53 pp.

Dean, M. (1991)"Odour Nuisance as a Regulatory Problem"in Proc. of a Workshop on Agric.
Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No. DAQ64/7, pp 9-15.

Dillon, P. J. (1991) "Feedlots and Nitrate Contamination of Groundwater" in Proc. of
Groundwater Workshop, Toowoomba, June, 1990, (Ian Kelly, Ed. )

19
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Jones, M. (1991) "Design Considerations for Dynamic 01factometers"in Proc. of a Workshop
on Agric. Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No. DAQ640', pp 49-69.

Jones, M. and Watts, P. J. (1992) "The Design and Operation of a Dynamic 01factometer"
MRC Report No. DAO64/17 tin progress)

Kaye, R. B. (1991) "The Development of 01factometry Techniques and Standards in the
Netherlands"in Proc. of a Workshop on Agric. Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC
Report No. DAO64/7, pp 29-35.

Lott, S. C. (1992) "Hydrologicallnvestigations of Three Cattle Feedlots in S. E. Queensland"
MRC Report No. DAO64/14 tin progress)

Lott, S. C. (1992) "Feedlot Runoff Parameters Determined using Rainfall Simulators" MRC
Report No. DAQ64/15 On progress)

Marzone, J. , Dillon, P. J. and Pavelic, P. (1991) "Impact of Feedlots on Groundwater Quality:
Case Studies and Control Methods", Centre for Groundwater Studies Report No. ??, ?? p.

MCPhail, S. M. (1991) "Modelling the Dispersion of Agricultural Odours"in Proc. of a Workshop
on Agric. Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No. DAO640', pp 85-88.

Ormerod, R. J. (1991) "Modelling Emissions and Dispersion of Feedlot Odour: A Case Study"
in Proc. of a Workshop on Agric. Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No.
DAO64/7', pp 89.08.

Pavelic, P. , Dillon, P. J. and Evans, P. A. (1991) "Evaluation of the Potential for Groundwater
Contamination at a Cattle Feedlot in the Moreton Region", Centre for Groundwater Studies
Report No. 38.

Smith, R. J. (I 992) "Dispersion of Odours from Ground Level Agricultural Sources" submitted
to J. Agric. Engng Res.

Smith, R. J. (1992)"The Prediction of Feedlot Odour Emissions from Downwind Measurements
of Odour Concentration", submitted to the 5th AG ENG Conf. , Upsalla, Sweden.

Steiner, J. W. (1992) "An Interim Report on Establishing a Link Between Metals in Feedlot
Manure, Feed Rations, Odour Intensities and Odour Offensiveness" MRC Report No.
DAQ64/22 On progress)

Torre, P. (1991) "Odour Flux Determinations using the Odour Flux Hood" in Proc. of a
Workshop on Agric. Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No. DAQ64/7', pp 73-
84.

Tucker, R. W. , Watts, P. J. , Loft, S. C. and Jukes, P. (1991)"Lot Feeding in Australia - A Survey
of the Australian Lot Feeding Industry", AMLRDC Report No. DAQ64/6
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Tucker, R. W. , Watts, P. J. , Loft, S. C. and Jukes, P. (1991)"Lot Feeding in Australia - A Survey
of the Australian Lot Feeding Industry", Old. Dept. Prim. Indus. , Information Series 0191019,
Brisbane.

Tucker, R. W. , Lad, S. C. and Watts, P. J. (1992) "The Effect of Ration Type on the
Performance and Faecal Characteristics of Feedlot Cattle", MRC Report No. DAQ64/9 On
progress)

Tucker, R. W. (1992) "Characteristics and Accumulation Rates of Manure in a Cattle Feedlot"
MRC Report No. DAO64/16 tin progress)

Verrall, K. A. and Williams, R. L. (1991) "Queensland Regulatory Experience in the Sensory
Measurement of Odours Using Dynamic 01factometry" in Proc. of a Workshop on Agric.
Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No. DAQ64/7, pp 37-47.

Watts, P. J. (Ed. ) (1991) "Agricultural Odours" - Proceedings of a Workshop on Agricultural
Odours" AMLRDC Report No. DAQ64/7

Watts, P. J. (1991) "Characteristics of Agricultural Odours"in Proc. of a Workshop on Agric.
Odours, Toowoomba, Feb. 1991, AMLRDC Report No. DAQ64/7, pp 17-28.

Watts, P. J. (1991) "Environmental Impact of Cattle Feedlots - Discussion Paper", (presented
at the National Feedlot Guidelines Workshop), AMLRDC Report No. DAO64/8

Watts, P. J. , Jones, M. , Tucker, R. W. , Lott, S. C. and Fennell, S. J. (1991) "The FARMFEST
Experiment - An Evaluation of the Ability of the Population to Identify Agricultural Odours"
MRC Report No. DAQ64/10

Watts, P. J. , Jones, M. J. , Tucker, R. W. and Lott, S. C. (1992) "Factors Influencing the
Generation of Odourfrom Cattle Feedlots" MRC Report No. DAO64/11

Watts, P. J. , Jones, M. , Smith, R. J. and Fennell, S. J. (1992) "Evaluation of the I-Butano1
01factometer as a Research and Regulatory Device for Feedlots in Australia" MRC Report No.
DAO64/, 9 tin progress)

Watts, P. J. , Jones, M. , Smith, R. J. and Fennell, S. J. (1992) "Evaluation of the Cosmos Odour
Concentration Meter as a Research and Regulatory Device for Feedlots in Australia" MRC
Report No. DAO64/18 On progress)
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Uni-,. students put their
sniffing- talents to use'-'

Australia's first sniffer van, a

specially equipped caravan that
win help make feethts less umelly
for neighbours, has passed its field
test with flying colours.

oped it as part of a research project
to reduce offensive -aerialrural
odours, particularly feedlot smells.

The van was needed because ag-
nonltural odours are so complex
that they aminot be measured by
chemical analysis. This means
human noses, not-muchinies, are
used.

The van's designer, aerialmini
engineer- Mr Mike lones, devel-

rately identify from which of three Mr lones says the van is the
outlets the sine" was coming. only sineM test system in Australia

There are a number of checks to that can process the results from -
ensure the accuracy of the mea- eight panellists simultaneously.
surements. Foreacbtest, eachpan. He sees research, not d" ate;
whichhavenosmdl. Thepanel- ? i ,which have ino smell. tile panel' van. By iben^fying problem spots 'fits' "," 'in : I^ Pan" van. By iben^fying problem spots 'ists must choose one' of the ports and Tartjces in feedlots, the smell
as in^I^esourceo!'asmGll- The nuisance for neighbours can be .Ports with, the smell'%re rond, ,I, nuisance for neighbours co_ be .
progyam. .':'**,:;-. Theresearchisbeingfundedun-
Q e!!e$!S;.-;^, GPan""'!""' Meal Livestock Research and D '

velopment Corporation.of vartots SII^ms;'

Mr lones, employed by the Uni- .
vetsity College ~'of Southern
Queensland roc$, .works with
the DC^riment '.: ". ary Indus-
tries PPI) Fee^;^ices Group.
Part of the gou 's role is to tackle
agyiculturalsme s. * ,

In its fj!st-@^.4.0^g. at. Wall-
camp, the van, its Complex equip-
merit and the noses of eiglit UsCQ
students were used to find the ef-

The results pointed to moistlire
rather than 111e type of feed us^. ill_.
a feedot as the CUIptit in a6atiiig '
an offensive odour.

In the inal, eight paneMists were
asked to sniff amples about 2000
times daring the'two weeks:'*The
students needed unparlicular quad-
fications other 'than a sense of
sine".

The material to be tested was
collected in a plastic bag. Each
smell was diluted a number of
times with different amounts of air
and distributed to the panel mein-
bers through a web of pipes and
hoses. The panellists indicated
their selection by pushing One of

,~three buttons that fed results direct-

Iy into a computer for analysis.
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Semi"cur on feed, ots

*

,.

**

Co-ordinalor @1the Queenslond Feedloi Monogemenf Projecl Grid Deportment
of Primory Industries regionol monoger Jim Covoye with "Woinui" feedlol
monoger Phil Myers tright) during o visit by pornciponis in the Tomvoombo

feedlof seminor.

The"seminar was one of a series health and welfare, waste manage-
organised in southern and central merit, licensing andregulations, coo-
Queensland to provide information nomicsandmarketing.
on feedlot. management am design.

Sentiars stall to be held are atThe Toowoomba seminar attracted
Emerald today, Warnick Ounine 18),
Wondai Uruie 19) and"Brinela (June

feeding handing nutrition, animal 20).
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A series of feedlot workshd^s wall be launched in
Toowoomba tomorrow by Departo. cot of Primary In-
dustries PPI) Director-general ^ Jim Miller.

The works^, starting on. ^^By, win cover
aspects of lot feeding such as animal health and weI-
fare, waste management, licensing, regilations, mum-

I

4::..::.:.:.*:.*:.::**..'^... .*. 1:44. *...,**..\
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I

tion, economics and managemenL. *;
Lot feeding is a gowing but sometimes combover-

swimdustry now worth $520 million a year in domes-
tic and export sales.

Queensland has 600 fadots - 75% of the national
total - with a total of 220,000 head, and most of
them are on the Darling Downs or in surrounding

The nine workshops over the mart formight are ex-
perted to be attended by representatives of the grazing
industry, lot feeding DPI, business and, !Qinti(^-
The launch is at the Barke and Wins lintel'tomor-

row at 9.45 a. in. After the Toowoomba workshop
there will be others at Daiby (June 7), Goondiwindi
(June it), Condamine (June 12), tone (June 13),
Emerald (June 14), Warnick (June 18), Wondai(June
19) and Brinela (June 20).

More infonnation is available from the DPI Beef
Cattle Husbandry Branch on 31 4200.
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Survey finds feedlots
improving their image
A department of Primary Industries

survey has found a "clear trend" to-
wards better design and management
of feedlots.

"This should lead to a reduction in
the impact of feedlots on their neigh-
boors and the environment, " the sur-
vey found.

DPI director-general Mr Jim Miller
this week launched Lot Feeding in
AUStr. "!i@, a survey of the AUS, ratin,
lotjt!edtrig industry, compiled by four
members of the deparin, Grit's Feedlot
Services Group.

It is one of the resource materials
for a series of workshops being con-
ductqd under the Queensland Feedlot
Management Project.

The first was in Toowoomba. yester-

Queensland has about 75% of 630
feedlots in Australia but only just over
half of the 485,000 head, which could
more than double under current expan-
sion plans.

Beef City, near Toowoomba, is list-
ed as the nation's largest with 25,000
head as at December last year, fol-
lowed by Whyalla, Texas, with
20,000 and Chanton, Victoria,
18,000.

Other major feedlots listed on the
Downs and nearby areas are: A10nui,
Daiby, 10,000 head; Lilyvale, Conda-
mine, 5300; Sandalwood, Dalby,
5000; Wide Bay, Kill^an, 5000;
Kurrawong, Quillalow, 4000.

The survey also has 20 recoinmen-
danons covering industry issues such
as design and layout, relationship be-
tween stocking and _annual rainfall,
odour control, effluent disposal by ir-

day with one at Dalby today, GOODdi-
winch (June 11), Condaniine (June
12), Roma !June 13), Emerald (June
14): Wadck (June 18), Wondai
(June 19) and Binela Gune ^0).

The survey says the Australian
feedlot industry began on the Darting
Downs in the early 1960s, and, except
for 1975-76, has expanded since.
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rigatioq. and climate.
Tile book is arenable from ODPl

Publications, coo Box 46, Brisbane
4001 (phone 072393100; fax
07 239 3760) for $50 plus $7.50 han-
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FEEDLOTWASTE^^^^, 11\NAGEMENTl>ROGRt^. M
By Peter I', arts, ODPl, Toowoomba

LOT feeding continues to be an e\-
panding industry.

\\'ith deprcssed grain prices and the
liberalisation of the Japancsc market.
the outlook for the in dustr\ remains

sound. Rcgulaiorv authorities in
Queensland and I\;e\\ South \\'aics
are faced with a nuniber of applica-
lions for large feedlots 120,001) 10
30,000 hcadl. The main impedimcnt
to the rapid de\'elopmeni of these
proposals Is concerns about en\'Iron-
mental Issues. the main issues bcing
odour and \\at CT pollution
with funds pro\'idcd b\ Ihe

Australian Meal and Li\'esiock Re-
search and DC\elopmeni Corpora-
tion, the Queensland Departmcni of
Primar\ Industries has Insti\!aled a
major research program on feedloi
^'aste management. There are the
staffbased in Too\\o0niba \\'orking on
a \\Ide range of projects.
Hydrolog\' is the study of the

relationship between rainfall and
runoff. In order 10 understand feedlo!
hvdrolog\ 11' : ustraila. a number of
feedlot calci :nis ha\'c becn Instru-
merited. Automatic \\, eather stations
ha\e been installed to measure rain-
fall, rainfall Intensity. e\'aporaiion.
pen moisture content and other
meteorological data. Stainless steel
flumes ha\c been installed 10 measure

the quantii\' and no\\'Tale o1 runoff
coming from the catchmen{s

DAO. 64
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All @1110, lullic Ite@flier 5/@/1011

The feedlois chosen are in different
rainfall zones. ha\'e differeni designs
and layouts and SI}'Ies of management.
Data collected in these studies \\ill be
used 10 impro\e design methods and
regulator} guidelines.

Odour research is \ er\' difficult. The
problem is that the onI\ sensor a\'aji-
able 10 measure odours Is the human
nose. Ho\\'e\'er, this sensor Is quite
\'ariable in its response 10 different
odours. In order 10 obtain \'ajid

>
,.

.,'*' *
<.,,*

^

results, a panel oreight "sniffers" Is re -
quired. The ODPl has built a device -
an o1fa, titler -10 supply odours at
differe. .. concentrations to eight
panellists so that feedlot odours can
be evaluated

The first odour trial is the effect of
feedlot ration and preparation
methods on odour generalion. Many
101 feeders claim sorghum causes
worsc odours than barley and steam
flaking reduces odour generation.
Furthermore. a number of coin-

panies are marketing feed addiii\'es
that are claimed to controlodours. To
date. no scientific e\ aluaiion of these
claims has been made
Trials are currentl\ under \\a} in

which cattle are being fed SIX different
rations. The manure collected from
cattle on different rations will Initially
be analvsed 10 determine if they are
significantly different. The second
phase of the expcrimen! will be 10 use
collected manure 10 create small
feedlot pads and 10 collect and
measure Ihe odour

The \\'ork bcing underlaken h\ Ih*.
research section of the Feedlot Scr-
\'ices Group \4'111 be of use 10 fccd!o1
managers. regulator\' authoriiics and.
ultimate Iv. nclghhours of ICcdlois.
With this information. the LITdcrl\
dc\clopmeni of Ihc Indusir}' \\1/1 hL
cn\urcd

^

^

^^:*
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Seminar sniffs out walls^ of gauging smells
By Rural Edltor KERRY WHITE

11 was miscs In 1/1c 1:11iitlslonc ill
a Toowo, )inna colllcrcncc Ihis
week.

All agricultural odours workshop
organised by the Feedloi Services
Group of the Department of Prima-
ry Industries (DPI) allracied re-
searchers, representatives of regu-
Iaiory authori!ies and industry and
private consultants.

They included Dr John Sweeten,
an agricultural engineer from Texas
A & M University in the United
States, a world auihoriiy on feedloi
odour management and a consul-
Ian1 10 Ihe AUSiralian Meal and
Livestock Corporation.

Feedlo! Services Group head Dr
Peter Walls said the aim of Ihe
workshop was 10 eXchange infor-
mation on ways of colicciing and
measuring agriculiural odours, a
growing coinmuniiy problem.

included a visitThe program
yesierd"y 10 a Dalliiig I)owns cal-
Ile feedloi10 try oui IMacionieicrs
(devices for measuring odours), in-
cluding a I-Buianol oilaciomcier
developed by Dr Sweeten and jin-
o1her developed by Ihe Dl'I.

While guidelines for the growing
feedlot indusiry in Australia have
only been developed recently, Dr
Sweeten said regulations had been
in force in 111e lis kiricc 111c in Id-
1971)s.

New feedlots had 10 use Ihe beSI
- "lolling slate-of-Ihc-art" -
technology availablc at the lime of
developnieni.

Morc Ihan nine million callle
were in feedlo!s of more than
100,000-head capaciiy in Ihc Us,
compared wiih a 101al of around
5011,00(I in Australia, the higgest
less ihan half Ihc size of Us ones.

More odour complaints in the

past iwo years had bccn from dairy
farms Ihan from feedlois and Inc

"swine industry has more cases go
10 litigation".

Mr Michacl Dean from the New

South Wales Pollution Control
Commission told the conference
comprehensive new measures cov-
Gring odour and including feedlots
would be introduced in a legisla-
lion 10 CSiablish an Environmental

Pro^Ciion Authority in Inat Slate.
"Assessing and abating odours

is the most difficult challenge fac-
ing us, " he said.

"We are being pressed by coin-
plainanis 10 do something aboui

odours Ihai have been. around for

years but have Inlensified. Buffer
zones arc the only real solution. "

Dr Walls said the DPI believed

it would be able 10 significantly re-
duce the frequency of odours at-
fcciing neighbours of feedlois.

"We believe we can make a ina-

jor impaci by reducing what may
be (a nuisance) for, SIIy, 200 days
a year 10 1/1 days callsctl hy rain,
etc.

"If that level is acccpi;Iblc we
may have achieved someihing. "

The conference, which began on
Monday afternoon, ends today.
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Me OSuring odour levels o1 0 Dorling Downs feedlol yesterday ore Deportment of Primory Industry officers
Stephen Fennell(left) Grid Michoel lones, on engineer on secondmen* from the University College of

19 on o110ciomeier from TeXos in the United StolesSoulhern Queenslont
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Dr John Sweeten, wo, Id outhority
on feedloi odour monogemeni
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on the scent
ert noses

Keynote speaker is Dr John S\*eelen,V, ?111e an odour workshop may no! an agricultural engineer allhc Texas Ahave mass appeal, the ideas has pro\Cd & M University, who is also a consul-a drawcard 10 a national audience of ian! to Ihe Australian Meal and Live-professionals interested in collecting, 5100k Research and DC\clopmen! Cor-measuring and con!lolling agricultural poralion and a recognised worldsmells. au:F. 011cy , eedlO: odour management.The Odour \!, bit. -'~op, organ:sed by' The w. c top win include presenta-the head of Ihe DP:'s Feedlo! Ser\ices lions on the characteristics of odours,CIOup, Dr Peler IF, 'airs, has allrac;ed 30 how 10 sample and measure them andInvited professionals from :hioughoui how to predict ^. here they. spread.
the country. On Wednesday, the group will visit11 starts in Too\400mba on Monday seine Dov. 'ns feed!o:5 to sample andandfin;shesonTh. :sda>. , .,

Shi \\as 10 excharge the Iaiesiinfor- ThereWi PP' lid
I' - ' , v. richWete a :S:, an 1:15:1Jmenl u_..sufing agricul:ural odours, v. 1:1cn were a smells.growing community problem. The Feedlo: Services Group was CS-The invited delegates Include re- 1351ished partly to research feedlo!searchers, regulatory officers, relevant odours and their nuisance Impact onGo\eminent officers and a few PIiva:e

neighboursconsul!an Is

Kerry V\
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Queensland feedlotindustry
now serfqr. huge expansion

By Rural Editor KERRY WHITE
Feedlot cattle numbers in Queensland could

more than double, if applications for new opera-
tions are successful.

According to a Department of Primary Indus-
tries survey, the State now has 471 feedlots with a
capacity of 262,200 head and applications for new
ones or for e, ,pansion could boost. this to 484 with
657,240 head.

But the survey says many of these win not
come to fruition, explaimiig that the Australian

J
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**- I- 4 ', tonnesofgairiayear, 409'0'of barleyand209@of, ,,
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*;44'4' , ;:;**';;;; It wasimportantasavalue-added industry and
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^', S"/ ' " $2. ^gain .
';,^,,. .g"'{$*' ,- ; ' $,;^ ind^st!yhpda"histqryojv?!amity"andwasone; Q^:';?I;*, , 4";;I' industry hada"history of volatility"andwasone

Departn, 0110 I"iqi!\ ',;,",,,,,, I. 'L, , . 'anyP"P'"^4PinnQ!141Cfu'hopes on feediot.
Feeders' Association vice-president Mr KGV With the assistance of the DPIthe industry's
Robans diffie IOUr^h of the Queenslond Feed- image had improved but "there is sti" a way to

h

Lot Feeders' Association (ALFA) uses a yardstick
of 50% for the proportion expected'to eventuate.

The survey shows Queensland has 75% of feed-
lots in Australia but onlyt54?6 of capacity while
New South Wales has 14%. offBedlots and 25% of

*

capacity. ..
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tor-general Mr:ai^let as part of the 01^ms-
landFeedlotl, ^"Grit. .Project. ,.,.
A^ part of fuer^;j sen^ of seminars Start-
ing in Toowoombai"onomow will be conducted in
Central and Southom!Ouansland.

*

Mi. Miner said, !to. age tbe implications o

gainsi'owing, I^,^^rid sto, ^ came piod^ion

101 Monogen^nf Proj^I.

The Queensland industry was using 350,000
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